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and Parting Words
The Sports
#aldo County Boys.
the happy crow<i
and “Come Again” were gathered at the ball grounds on
Congress
electric
on
lights
,d by
Under the direction of
H-tched over Main street i Norman S. n**!,
Donahue and Harry A Foster
street, to express the In the standing broad jump
Nickerson
and individuals ™aa
the
(meeting

gathered?., .tfr
Normal

city
u7 boys of Waldo county
n the Boys’ Convention
and bin. While everyiminary work had indi- I
actual results were far
tation of the most s.ri- :
me genuine regret to be
i' is the fact that all the
delegates could not be

j

we

hospitality which has
beautifully and gladly shown.
Fourth. We heartily thank

been

The Unitarian
In its

Fifty-Eighth

Conference

Annual Session in Belfast.

The opening session of the fifty-eighth
annual Maine Conference of Unitarian
churches was held Monday evening with

so

the good
ladies of the Methodist church for the
fwo wonderful banquets served there. the First

Parish church in this city.
We never ate better
food, or were ever There were twenty-five delegates includserved by more beautiful girls.
The devoFifth. To the churches and ministers ; ing many of the ministers.
tional service was led by Rev. Dwight,
we tender our
for
the
warm
appreciation
F. Mowery of Houlton, who spoke briefly
standing high jump welcome and splendid
way all have helped on vital arid formal religions.
Nickerson was first, with 3
Mayor
6 inches; the conference.
feet,
\oung, 3 feet, 3 inches. In the running
Sixth. Finally to the speakers and Clement W. Wescott extended the welbrotd jump Nickerson was
first, with 14 State Y. Id. C. A. and especially to Jeff come of the city to the conference memfeet, 9 1- inches; W Kelley, 12 feet and
bers with his characteristic cordial but
Smith, Wilfred LaPoint and Mr.
b
M.
public
meeting
losing
brief manner, leaving not the slightest
inches;
Boardman, 12 feet and 4 we wish to say the memory of theDodge,
words
inches.
n the Methodist church.
In the ball games the
doubt
of his sincerity of purpose and unoftmh
Unity
here
will
with
us
and
1
spoken
go
Dodgers won from the Y. M. C. A. Fly will
bounded pride in Belfast and her people.
us to be better men.
help
I he Parade
live
Long
Swatters by a score of 7 to 5. In the Belfast,
Hon. William P. Whitehouse, L.L D., the
Three cheers for Waldo countyi
ive feature of the conconference president, responded.
lineup of the former were S. Gralfan
From
Credential
Committee Report.
frequent visits here he could testify to
parade following the in- Webb, Waning, Tozier, Murch,
at the Baptist church Jones, Wood and L. Gralfan; in the latter
Sidney Graffan of Unity read the re- the truth of Mayor Wescott’s assertions
of the credential committee, Bart- as to the city and its citizens and sugwere Smith, Elliott,
Staples, Cross, Rob- port
ietl
J
Principal Harry A. Fos- erts, F’erris, Card, Cochracie, Ness. The
Whiting of Northport, Carroll gested that the delegations wuuld soon
Miller of Brooks, John Farris of Stock- Ij know for themselves. President Whitett Troop Three, George All Stars with 15 points won from the
ton
Indians
with
2.
Belfast
In
ut master, the
the former were Colby
Springs, Lemuel Lord of Winterport, house’s address dealt with religion in
of
erson; leader, and what Shibles, Plaisted, Vosc, Adams, Crie’ : Malcolm Leach
Islesboro, Ernest business, private and church life and was
might be all the boys of Gralfan, Waning, Warren. In the latter , Sproui of Searsmcnt, Albert Parsons of in fact a logical solution of many of the
dilficult
the
questions
present
lhe length of the line, were Woodbury,
day
Sargent, S. Gralfan, I Thorndike.
Leaders Boys
Total churches are facing and must solve. He
ion was also accompaBlake, Blood, S. Smith, Roberts, Murch
also made fair and frank assertions of
The line of march Boardman.
er.
3
46
Belfast,
49
the relations of the church to politics,
pal streets and. around
Sunday Meetings
0
3
3
Belmont,
the labor questions and cardinal moral
1
3
4
At the meeting for boys and men held Brooks,
issue*, not only of the church, but of
u
0
0
at the Unitarian church Sunday after- Burnham,
Danquei
the home.
The
laymen’s movement
1
Frankfort,
7
6
noon cards were distributed with
pledges
and its
Methodist church pro‘influence is already felt in :
1
9
10
signed as follows: Accept Jesus Christ as Freedom,
the
vital
best of banquets and it
life
of
the church.
Presi1
5
6
my Savior and Leader, 71; to unite with Islesboro,
dent Whitehouse called upon Rev. A.
ed by the girls of that the
Knox,
1
5
6
to teach a Bible class,
church,
22;
10;
R. Scott, Ph. D. of Bangor and exGrace was said by to
1
6
7
carefully consider Christian service as Liberty,
pressed the Conference regret of losing
Martin, and HillarJ a life work, 39; to do personal
2
10
12
Lincolnville,
work,
35;
so popular and valuable a member.
Mr.
'21, did a very fine job to read the Bible and pray
1
6
6
daily, 39; to Monroe,
Scott spoke of the First Parish building,
making the vestry ring give up some bad
1
7
Morrill,
R
28.
habit,
now 103 years old, and its life and church
Mr. O. E.
oy noise
I
6
5
The open meeting Sunday evening in Northport,
history with promise of a brighter future.
friend first, last and al- the Methodist
1
7
8
church was brim full and Palermo,
He styled Judge Whitehouse’s address a
best toastmasters,
1
8
9
running over with enthusiasm and life, Searsmont,
very finished sermon and agreed with his
rted by Jell C. Smith, which comes
Searsport
1
10
11
with
only
hearty co-operathoughts. In speaking of a recent adSplendid and hearty tion of all concerned. The
1
3
4
Stockton,
platform was
dress given before the Bangor Rotary
une were given for the
1
7
6
filled with men and boys taking part, and Swanville,
Club his real regretful impression of the
W. Wescott, for the the
1
4
3
singing, led by Joseph Paquette, was Thorndike,
city that had been his home for 14 years,
1 U. Young, and for the a
1
14
15
pleasing feature. President Young pre- Unity,
was that her young men were
A. C. Elliott.
1
6
7
constantly
Equally sided and encouraging remarks were made Waldo,
leaving her as soon as their education
cceuted the responses for
6
8
2
by the pastors, heads of committees and Winterport,
was
completed. He hoped this would
tt J. Whiting of Northby the delegates. Jelf Smith was given
not be the fact over Maine,
ieaders by Principal H. a
24
173
197
particularly
j in the
welcome, the attention and love only
farming districts, as it would be a
absence of R. N. Porter
Notes
boys can make apparent. His closing
question
hard
to
with.
Mr.
The souvenir booklets of the First Ancope
Scott is
then came the address by address had
thoughts parents would like
a
great favorite in Belfast and always
back, State Librarian at to have their boys listen to ana remem- uual Boys’ Conference of Waldo County welcome
here.
were issued with pictures of their special j
;i
live man who loves ber. The same is
true of the addresses of
1 uesday morning the
friends in the cause, Belfast scenes and
following officers
k’s. present business in the other
visiting Y. M. C. A. secretaries,
were elected:
rK and his hearers on
I
Wilfred J. LaPoint of Springvale and H. buildings, new songs, etc.
have many thoughts E.
Sunday morning all the churches en- j President, Hon. Wm P. Whitehouse,
Dodge of Fall River, Mass. Mr. Smith
the presence of the conference LL.D
ration and advantage.
Augusta; Vice Presidents, James
congratulated Belfast in having in its joyed
with their leaders, hosts and j H. Howes, Belfast; Guy H. Hersey, Banteaching force men of Christian charac- delegates
business Meeting
hostesses.
gor; Secretary-Treasurer. Rev. Paul S.
ters and interest in boys.
The closing of
At the business meeting Saturday : Phalen, Augusta; Executive
■mess meeting was held
the evening program was a novel one, as
Committee,
in
the Baptist church practical- lion. Leslie C. Cornish,
at the Baptist church the boys and their leaders formed a com- morning
LL.D., Augusta;
Rev.
was
Joel H. Metcalf, Ph.D., Portland;
present and not
by Principal Harry A. plete circle around the large auditorium ly every delegate
Hon. Geo. A. Emery,
■.l
ing committee con- and with clasped hands said their good- one left the room from 8 a. m. to 12.
Saco; Rev. Dwight
Three
;
F.
of
the
Sccuts
were
Troop
id Orchard of Belfast, bys in a
Boy
Mowery, Houlton; Mr. Eliot Rogers,
ringing chorus and in song and conference escorts.
:
Mr.
Kennebunk;
Walter C. Nutter, Sannorndike, Whiting of prayer.
There was more than enough homes ford.
of Frankfort, Crosby
Report of Resolutions
offered for the boys entertainment and
Officers
of the Maine Unitarian Assosled of
Searsmont,
KerraitS. Nickerson read the following from many who entertained have come ciation:
mt, Gordon of Brooks,
President, Mr. Elmer T. Roberts, Saco;
Lozier of Unity, Smith resolutions composed by himself, Marion the best of reports of their guests. The I
Vice President, Hon. Charles F.
question of finance was easily met.
Ported the following of-. N Rhoades and Kenneth E. Tozier:
Johnson,
The
of
about
200
handling
boys meant. Portland; Secretary, Hon. Norman L.
ted: Pres., Raymond;
The report of your resolutions commitreal work, but it was done by such ef- j Bassett, Augusta;
i
Treasurer, Mr. Edward
last; vice pres., Ermo tee is as follows:
licient committees that it was made a [ D Noyes, Portland;
Merton Ames of North*
Auditor, Mr George
We, the Boys and Leaders of the first
ferry of fhorndike, Ray annual Boys' Conference of Waldo county, pleasure rather than a task. The expies- ; S. Hobbs, Portland; Finance Committee,
sion was often heard, "we are glad to do ; Hon. Leslie C.
Cornish, Mr. Hiram L.
boot, Charles Quimby of wish to express ourselves thru the followour part.”
Pishon, Augusta; Hon. George A. Emery,
Adams of Searsmont, ing resolutions:
Members of the committees have al- Saco.
! Searsport, Merton Fall
FIRST.
We wish to heartily thank the
ready received letters from the parents
Maine Branches of the National Allio
ft Ryan of
Waldo, John city of Belfast, its mayor and other of- thanking them for the splendid entertainance: Mrs. Paul S.
Phalen, Augusta, Di"port, Baxter Whitten of ficials, for the freedom of the city and
ment
rector
their
sons
and
for Central Maine.
also for the
given
=e of
Monroe; secretary, cordiai welcome extended to us so splen- good thoughts they have brought home
Resolutions
were passeiTTaVoring cenSwanville; asst, sec., didly during this conference.
with them.
I 1 nity; committee on
j sorship of moving pictures for this State
SECOND. To the business men under
bills
for
the
Anyone
i and a conference of leading nations for
having
unpaid
bey Gralfan of Unity, Al- the able
leadership of Mr. O. E. Frost convention are
to send them to : reduction of armaments.
rndike, Edward Mar- who have worked so hard to crown the M. L. Slugg. requested
After the morning business session Rev.
i.emuel Lord of Winter- conference with success in every way we
Minot O. Simons, Church Extension
Leaders Present
t reedom, John Ferris tender our heartfelt
Secappreciation. We
Among the leaders present were Prin- ; retary of Boston, outlined the nature of
..est Sproul of Searswish to mention the committees on reghis new office, and stated that
A.
and
Zenas
D.
cipals
Foster
r of
Harry
this
fall
it
Brooks, Malcolm istration, printing, hall and meeting Hartshorn
and Scout Master George H. was the plan to launch a membership
liov Moody of Searsplaces, reception, finance, guides, public- Robertson of
"U
Belfast; Harry Bowden of campaign. He discussed many problems
resolutions, Marion ity, music, banquet, entertainment, rec
brooks; Supt. F. M. Nickerson of Frank- pertaining to the Maine conference. Mrs
fort; James Cusick of Freedom; Rev. Ev- Ulara Bancroft Beatley of Boston then
erett Kimball of lslesboro; Perley Shibles gave a fine talk on wfiat the Women’s
of Knox, A. F. Barnes of Liberty; War- Alliance can do to assist the Sunday
school. Reports of the different
ren Pitcher and Charles Stevens of Linbranches
colnville; A p. Moore of Monroe; Harold represented were made by ladies from the
Nutter of Montville; Charles White of respective societies.
At noon a delicious
Lured
Morrill; Melvin Woods of Northport; H. j luncheon was served in Memorial hall, in
^
F. Moody of Searsmont; Rev. Nat hi. At- charge of the hospitality committee of
the
|b. sliced 35c.
wood, Rev. Harold LeMay and Renfew the Belfast Alliajice, Mrs. Charles R.
Wilson of Searsport; John McKeen of Coombs, chairman. The address of the
Stockton Springs; Kermit Nickerson of afternoon was by Rev. Maxwell savage
Corned
no
6 lbs
IPS
Swanville; Harold Bartlett of Thorndike. of Worcester, who for an hour held the
Beef
bone
Roy M. Hayes of Unity; Ellery Saywood attention cf delegates with a very pracof Waldo; Rev. C. A. Purdy and Princi- tical discussion of Unitarianism
today,
not in the past or in the
pal Young of Winterport.
future, emphasizing the need of free
fat back
pews, every memDr. and Mrs. Eugene L. Stevens are ber
canvass, an effective church memspending the week in Boston, where Dr. bership method. At four o’clock
seven
Stevens is attending the annual meeting autos took the
out-of-town delegates for
of the American Medical Association, of rides about the
city. In the evening the
which he. is a Fellow.
An excellent pro- Rev. Joel H. Metcalf of
Portland, one of
gram has been arranged with speakers tne
Unitarian commissioners sent to
from dliferent parts of the United
States, Iransylvania last year, told an interestEurope, Canada and South America. An ing story of his trip and
conditions as he
interesting program for the ladies will found them
there, showing the hardships
also be carried out.
suffered by the people of that land
long
noted for religious
freedom, under the
Tiie Red Cross is prepared to receive new rule of
their heredity enemy, the
funds for relief of the Colorado flood suf- Rumanians.
The conference was one of
ferers.
Anyone wishing to contribute to the most helpful and
interesting ever
this are requested to send same to Miss held
by the Maine Unitarian churches
Isabel Ginn.
with about 75 delegates
present.
■
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i feet-F. 10 inches;4
9 inches;
GrafTan,
Warren,
feet, 8 inches. In the

nation,

and others for the glorious time
have h id.
Third. To the people of the town who
have so generously opened their homes to
us, we wish to express our appreciation
j! for
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satisfied with his remarks. After greeting the special guests lie took for his
fatherly talk to the students the appropriate text of “1 set before you an open
door and no man can shut it.” He urged
the care of the body, the mind and the
spirit. Physical exercise was needed to
care for the body, the tabernacle of the
spirit, and in order for the spirit of hope,
faith and progress to live the body must
be trained as well as the mind. In this
instance he sighted the development of
that most wonderful American citizen—
Theodore Roosevelt. Then came whole- \
some advice
which the students will
ever forget.
He said never plan to retire, never think you have attained all
you can, have faith to live and help
live. Never plan to inherit wealth, but
know that the motto on the dollar, “In
God we trust.” If the dollar is earned
honestly it will be a credit, if not a curse.
He closed with Kipling’s “If” and read
it with its fullest meaning.

Monday morning the class planted a
handsome maple tree on the upper school
common and dedicated it to the memory
of the late Mrs taverett A. Banks, a former teacher of the Commercial Department, and a general favorite, who died
about a year ago. The program included
a prayer by Rev. C. W. Martin; reading.
Miss Louise G. Clark; vocal duet, Misses
Idres Rogers and Mildred Heald;remarks,
Bartlett J. Whiting; music by the school
and quartet.
The regular graduation takes place in
the Armory Wednesday evening, the
i class banquet in the Baptist vestry
Thursday at 6 p. m., followed by a ball in
I the Armory.
MARRINER-TRASK

HITE SKIRTS
BARONET SATIN

WASH SATIN
WHITE GABARDINE
FIGURED SPORT SKIRTS
Tices to

f-Tiit Everybody

$1.50

New Prices
Effective

up

SUMMER DRESSES
:'!rjted Wash Dresses, Plain Or11 ie Dresses, Dotted
Organdie
1

Light and Dark Voile and

j^esses,
)akity Gingharn Dresses.
1

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

at Once.

Touring,

$415

Runabout,
Chassis,'
Coupe,
Sedan,
Ton Truck

WhatWouldYou Do

345

TO PLEASE

760

Chassis,

Starter,

495

$70

Demountable

Rims,

(PRICES F. O. B. DETROIT)

Winfield A. Marriner and Miss Mildred
A. Trask were married at 9 a. m. June
7th by Rev. George C. Sauer at his residence, No. 13 Cedar street. They were un
and the double ring service was
attended
;
used.
The bride wore a becoming gown
of brown taffeta with hat and coat to
match. They left at once by auto for a
few days trip and on their return will begin housekeeping at the groom’s residence on
Miller
street
The groom
graduated from the Belfast High school
in the class of 1918 and the bride in 1919
Both are identified
with the Baptist
Church and its allied societies and are
The groom
very popular with all ages.
is a clerk in the Howes grocery store and
the bride is bookkeeper in the Howes
dry goods store.

370
093

$25

ONE WOMAN?
CARD OF THANKS
We

wish to thank our friends and
neighbors for their kindness to us in our
bereavement and for the many beautiful
flowers sent as silent tokens of love and
Mrs. Elizabeth Beal,
respect.
(Mr and MRS. N. R. CROSS
and

Truly
1

yours,

HE DAVIS SAMPLE SHOP
High Street.

Phone 249-3

B. O.

NORTON.

PERSONAL

The regular meeting of the Belfast City
Mrs. Grade Bowen of Morrill was the
C. E. White of the
Council was held Monday evening, Mayor
Belfast Candy
guest last week of Mrs. J. F. Sheldon.
Wescott presiding. Present: Aldermen
Company was down town Monday after
Lewis Philbrick of Knox has been being confined to his home on
Simmons, Darling, and Hatch; CouncilMiller
men Howes, Sylvester, Thompson, V. L.
spending a few days with friends in this street with a severe cold threatening
pneumonia.
city.
Hall, Kimball, D. S. Hall.
The roll of accounts was read and passH®rb*rt M- Stevens and Mias
George Guthrie of Boston has been the DeliarS'c
ed as follows:
S. Cook are in Dexter to
attend
recerft guest of bis son, Ralph Guthrie, the
graduation
at the N. H.
Contingent ..$ 279 95
and wife.
Fahy High
School.
Edwin Bernard, the former’s
Highways and Bridges. 4 561 97
City Building.. '525 90
Mrs. Frank L. Gardner of Auburn has nephew, is a graduate.
City Team.
102 87
been the guest recently of Miss Nellie H.
Evan F. Wilson,
Good Roads Machine Co......
Wesley C.
71 18
Hopkins.
Howard E. Wilson and Miss Una Wood,
Supt. of Schools.
Green93 75
Street Lights.
city and Charles Meservey of
Miss Izora Duncan of Islesboro was in la" °m
402 26
School Census.
Morrill
have
100 00
Belfast on her way home from North
returned home from their
Street Sprinkling.
studies at the U. of M.
16 55
Newport.
«
Machinery and Tools. 2,655 24
Wiison Eflis is the guest of his
Belfast Free Library.
sister,
Edward H. Dickey and family of Mrs. r red A. Johnson.
147 36
He
has
School Contingent.
complet62 20
Rockland were recent guests of his motha year s course in
Free Teat Books and
and
banking
finance
Supplies.!.... 684 07
er, Mrs. Lois O. Dickey.
in New York
School Repairs and Insurance.
city and will attend a like
255 66
Paupers.
Mrs. Percie Dyer Thompson of Port- summer school in Boston.
52 60
Sewers.
3 00
land is spending a few weeks at the AbEdward Sibley has returned to ChicaCemeteries. 105 03
bott house on Church street.
go after spending the winter in
State of Maine.
Pasadena,
220 18
Calif. He leaves June 18th for a visit in
Sidewalks.
219 79
Rev. George C. Sauer left Tuesday for Boston
and vicinity and expects to reach
Fire Department.
652 73
Camden to attend the State Conference Belfast
School Charity...!"
later in the month.
3 00
of the United Baptist Churches.
Police...!.!.!!!!!!!!
4 95
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Stevens of West
R. Hayford Account.
34 34
Rufus Fowles of Vvhitefield returned Kennebunk and little
School Transportation.
daughter, Doris,
388 00
home Tuesday from a few days visit arrived Sunday by automobile and
General School Purposes.
were
129 17
with Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Sheldon.
the guests of Mr. Stevens* mother, Mrs.
Float and Ferry.28
J. L. Stevens. They returned to their
Mr. and Mrs. James Feyler and Miss
home Tuesday.
Total.$11,772 01
Mary Rice of Thomaston were Sunday i
The mayor and city marshal were au- visitors of Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. T. George Dodworth,
Mrs. J. F. Sheldon.
thorized to employ a traffic officer to be
who spent the winter in California, have
Mrs. Blanche Dodge Turner and chil- arrived
located at the intersection of Main and
and opened their summer home
High streets during the summer months. dren of Gardiner are guests of her pa- j at North Shore. They came* by auto
The mayor and committee on enrolled rents, Mr. and Mrs. Tewksbury Dodge.
from New York and were accompanied
ordinances were instructed to prepare a
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Stephenson of ! by Mr. J. W. Dougau, who is their guest
revision of the rules and ordinances.
Brunswick were guests recently of the 1 for the season.
The estate of F.B.Knowlton was grant- latter’s
Mrs. Carrie C. Pendleton arrived Frisister, Mrs. Clara M. Matthews.
ed permission to occupy a portion of Cross
Mrs. Ada E. Wildes went to Waterville day from St. Augustine, Fla., where she
street, while repairing their building.
spent the winter and is the guest of Mrs.
Chas. R. Coombs was elected cemetery Saturday for a few days’ visit before
Camilla W. Hazeltiue. Mrs. Mary C.
trustee for the term of three years.
opening the Wayside Tea House for the
Fessenden, who has also been in St. AuThe street sprinkling tax as previously season.
gustine, is now in Stamford, Conn., and
prepared was declared adopted and asWillard Jennys has arrived home from will come to Belfast in July.
sessed.
Tufts Dental College to spend the sumMr. and Mrs. William M. Randall have
A license was granted for conducting a mer with his
Dr. and Mrs. Chas. been absent the past week on the forskating rink at the New Waldo County W. Jennys. parents,
mer’s last regular trip as commercial
Fair grounds.
The Misses Helen Picksley and Jennie traveler betore retiring to take over on
An ordinance for the regulation of trafWilson of Philadelphia have arrived and July 1st the Carle store on Main street,
fic was passed.
which he bought several months ago.
are at their summer home for the
Adjourned.
season,
They will also take a few days’ pleasure
near Mayo street.
trip in Montreal before returning.
Mrs. H.
B. H. S. Commencement Week.
Donald Mansur and little
Mrs. E. J. Morison arrived last week
daughter Elta of Westville, Conn., ar- in New York from
San Juan, Porto Rico,
The baccaleaurate sermon for the sen- rived last week to visit her mother, Mrs. where she had been for the last
eight
Amos F. Carleton.
ior class of the Belfast High school was
months with her daughter. Mrs. Amos J.
at
the
given
Universalist church last
Louis Freedman, a student at the New King, She was met in New York by
Sunday morning, when even standing York State
her daughter, Miss Avis M. Morison and
University, New York City,
room was occupied. The decorations were
has arrived to spend the summer at his accompanied her to Spnnglield, Mass.,
under the direction of the Juniors and
where she will spend several weeks behome in this city.
were very effective, the color scheme before returning to Belfast.
1
Thomas W. Lothrop, Jr., a student at
ing the senior colors of gold and white.
1
Suspended over the altar was the class Harvard Dental College, has arrived to
Belfast’s New Bridge.
motto, “Love, Labor and Laugh” in gold spend the summer with his parents, Mr.
letters on white. The flowers included and Mrs. T. W. Lothrop.
The Frank D. Hazeltine Post of the
buttercups, lilies and roses. The entire
Mrs. John Ward and son Ned returned i
American Legion has requested the City
centre section was reserved for the
on Saturday
after
an
evening
extended Govern lent to lend its influence to have
school, the seniors’ seats marked with visit, with her
daughter Mrs. C. H. the new concrete bridge across Belfast
paper garlands of gold and white, the
Jamaica
Brickley,
Mass.
Plain,
harbor dedicated in honor of the boys of
juniors’ with green and white, the sophomores with purple and orange and the
Mrs, cecil Clay left last week for a Waldo County who lost their lives in the
freshmen’s with green and yellow. The visit in Portland to attend the graduation recent war.
In order that the City Government may
entire school marched in led by class at Westbrook, where her niece, Miss
act in conformity with the opinion of the
marshals and followed by their teachers. Caroline Havener, was a graduate.
It was a very forceful example of the B.
majority of the citizens of Belfast, it is
Charles S. Bickford, one of the trusrequested that any who would object to
H S.’s increasing efficiency and populartees of the University of Maine and a
the bridge being thus dedicated shall
ity. Anothor interesting feature noted loyal
alumnus, left last Thursday to send in their objections and the reason
was the large number of out of town
pumake his commencement visit of several
for them at the earliest possible moment.
pils in the school. Music was furnished days.
The opi lion of the City Government is
by Miss Katherine E. Brier, Miss Edna
Mr. and Mrs. Harold H. Hollingshead that such a dedication would be fitting
Hopkins, Messrs. Earl L. Talbot and Harand
old S. McKeen, with Mrs Thomas E. of Montclair, N. J., arrived Thursday to
proper, but in order that those of a
Bowker, organist. Rev. Wm. Vaughan visit their son, H. H. Hollingshead, Jr., contrary mind may have the opportunity
preceded his discourse with words of and his family who are spending the of expressing their view point, we are
commendation for the Boys’ Convention summer at the Quimby homestead on making the above request.
C. W. WESCOTT, Mayor.
and a public explanation as to why the Miller street.
church was not opened for their occuAll the delepancy Saturday morning.
gates present must have been perfectly

SALE

I

Jersey IceCream
i
A PINT (35c.) TRIPL-SEAL BRICK

At 25 Cents
1

THREE DAYS ONLY

Wednesday, Thursday and Friday,
June 8, 9 and 10 of this week.
This opportunity to buy Jersey Ice Cream
at less than the regular price occurs but
once a year.
Don’t miss it. Get your
brick of Jersey Ice Cream from the Jersey
dealer-a regular 35c. brick for 25c.
FOR SALE BY

Read & Hills,

Druggists

A Public institution
A BANK IS A PUBLIC INSTITUTION. While
it is not owned and managed by the civil authorities, it is in close relation to the general public.
At least it is quasi-public. This Bank feels its
obligation to the community, and endeavors in all
its transactions to .discharge that obligation with
strictest fidelity.
TWO PER CENT INTEREST

paid

on

checking

accounts

Family.

Gratitude Week
of June

Waldo Trust

20

Company

BELFAST
BROOKS

Colonial Theatre

Week

SPECIAL PRICE

CASTINE

UNITY

|

retary of Agriculture will some day find Exhibition of Miss Frances Clark’s
time to read the "Weekly News Letter,^
Class.
which emanates from his publicity buBelfast, Thursday, June 9, 1921
reau.
If he does we think he will order
On Tuesday evening, May 24tb, an
its editors to cease work until they know occasion pleasantly anticipated for some
BY
EVERY
THURSDAY
PUBLISHED
better than to recommend the cultiva- weeks, Miss Frances Clark, a pupil of
The Republican ]oumal Pub. Co. tion of sunflowers for ensilage on which Mrs. S. C. Pattee, assisted by her sisters
to feed milch cows. The Weekly News the Misses Louise and Dorothy Clark,
A. 1. BROWN. Editor.
Letter is neither practical nor scientific. presented the pupils of her dancing class
The money spent for its preparation, pub- for young misses in a most charming enADVERTISING TERMS. For one square, lication and distribution is wasted.
tertainment at the Hiramdale Gun Club
50
cents
for
in
inch
•one
length
column,
house, East Side. Because of inadequate
cents
for
each
week
and
35
subsequent
one
For more than twenty years following
accommodation the number of patrons
insertion.
the close of the Civil War, Henry W.
was limited, the hoyise being filled to its
In advance,
Subscription Terms.
Grady of Georgia did more than any utmost
capacity by an appreciative and
$2.00 a year, $1.00 for six months; 50 cents
other son of the South in reconciling the
ar three months.
enthusiastic audience, including auto
antagonisms between the South and the
parties from Searsport and Lincolnville.
North. Mr. Grady was a forward-lookThe winsome faceB, graceful poses and
QUOTATION
ing statesman and a scholar and as a leccostumes of the little maids won
“We are all as God made us and often- turer he was without a peer in all the dainty
the immediate admiration of all; and the
times a great deal worse.”
South.
In addressing the New England
—Cervantes
precision and grace with which they
club in New York City in 1886 among
executed their fascinating steps did great
FREIGHT RATES
learned
have
"We
other things he said:
credit to themselves as well as to the
that one northern immigrant is worth
A few days ago we noticed some nice
ability and painstaking efforts of their
fifty foreigners, have smoothed the path
loo king cabbage in one of our stores, the
young teacher. The Misses Clsrk themsouthward, wiped out the place where selves contributed enjoyably to the enterprice being six cents a pound. This seemMason and Dixon's line used to be and
ed to us to be a very high price. It haptainment, Miss Frances demonstrating
out the latchstring to you and
hung
he skill and spirit which so well qualipened that on the same day we read a
yours." As a result of this wise policy fies her for instructing her
young friends,
statement, from a reliable source, that
to
"We
now
he remarked:
are
lay
ready
the freight on a carload of cabbage from
and Miss Dorothy showing herself to be
odds in favor of the Georgia farmer who
Texas to Nebraska was $425. This led
an apt and advanced pupil of her sister.
of his cotus to investigate further.
We found, is squeezing pure olive oil out
The dramatic reading of Miss Louise
according to a report of the New York ton seed, and against the downeasters, Clark was given in the highly finished,
Market Commission, that Texas and who, before the war, swapped their artistic manner characteristic of her
Florida truck farmers had shipped a very wooden nutmegs for red flannel sausages work, and Bhe, as well as the others,
A well
large amount of produce to New York, in the valleys of Vermont.”
gracefully responded to an encore.
which had not sold for enough to pay the known Belfast man, recently sojourning
THE PROGRAM
called to
Class
freight and commission charges. We in Tennessee, had his attention
Exercises,
a large factory and asked what was beIrish Jig (in costume), Miss Dorothy Clark
found proof that enormous quantities of
His guide Farmerette Dance (in costume),
perishable agricultural products were un- ing manufactured there.
Misses Thais Harding, Ivy Robertson,
Tennesharvested because high freight rates proudly answered: “The girls of
Eleanor Brierley, Virginia Robertson.
see are making silk hosiery out of Geormade it unprofitable to ship them. The
Dutch Dance with “Dutchies” (in
costume)
Texas Director of Markets says that gia cotton."
Miss Sadie Holmes, Misses Belle Moss“The South is in the saddle.” There
cars
of
are
early vegetables
3,000
rotting
man, Winifred Lamb, Ruth Larrabee.
is no longer any doubt about that.
»n Texas fields.
He says, too, that Texas
Italian Dance (in costume),
Misses Ivy Robertson and Eleanor
rice can be shipped by water to Europe
In the treaty of peace the Germans obBrierley./:__i__i
and back to New York cheaper than di/•'ll_r\__
trial
those
to
to
bring
ligated themselves
rect by rail across country. He says
Miss Winifred Lamb
officers who had been accused of abusing
Texas cotton can be shipped to England
Allied prisoners of war and to punish Highland Fling (in costume),
Misses Frances and Dorothy Clark
for 35 cents a hundred pound and that
those who were found guilty. The Allies
Reading, “The Martyred Mother,”
it costs 95 cents a hundred to transport
furnished the German government with
Miss Louise Clark
cotton by rail from the interior of Texas
Sophomore Prize Recitation, B. H. S. ’21
a list of some 800 offenders and it is said
to the seaboard, a distance of 300 miles.
(in costume),
that between forty and fifty of these Jingle Bells Dance
Miss Eleanor Brierley
Not ail the testimony comes from Texas
A sercases have been marked for trial.
Columbia Dance (in costume),
ana r loriaa. viovernors oi otaies, Doaras
Miss Frances Clark
geant and a captain have been tried,
of Agriculture, and trade and manufac- found
guilty and sentenced to imprison- Alabama Dance,
Misses Ruth Larrabee and Sadie Holmes
turing associations, are deluging the Inment, one for six and one for ten months. Solo
Miss Thais Harding
Dance,
terstate Commissions with testimony
We have not been informed how many Vocal
Miss Mona Burgess
Solo,
showing that the greatest obstacle in the have been
iron
B. H. S. ’21
acquitted, are wearing
a
of
return
to
normal
conditions
and crosses and are receiving the plaudits of Motion Song,
way
Eleanor
Misses
Thais
Brierley
Harding,
the restoration of business, is the high the German
people. There are few peoWinifred Lamb, Sadie Holmes.
cost of railroad transportation.
pie in this country who are credulous Exhibition of Modern Dances—WaltzFox Trot,
Some seven months ago there was in | enough to believe that these trials will be
Misses Eleanor Brierley and Sadie
this country a shortage of half a million more than well staged farces or that
Holmes, Thais Harding and Ivy
freight cars. About this time the Inter- those convicted will receive any real
Robertson.
Class
state Commerce Commission yielded to punishment.
Grand March
and Tableau, Little Master James Clark
the plea of the railroad .executives and
we
as “Uncle Sam”
publish
In this issue of The Journal
authorized an increase of twenty per cent
written by Hon. Charles P.
Miss Mona Burgess, accompanist, showIt was expected that an article
in freight rates.
some important in- ed herself to be a spirited and sympathetic
this increase in rates would largely in- Barnes, which gives
our water powers.
musician. As a compliment to the excelformation
concerning
we
As
crease the receipts of the roads.
lence of the exhibition, invitations have
some years Asst. Athave shown above, the increased rates Mr. Barnes was for
General of the State of Maine and been received to repeat the presentation
proved in many instances ito be prohibi- torney
The water power in the city and in neighboring towns
tive. The shipments fell off so that to- is an able lawyer.
and will for some where a larger number may have an opdiscussion is
now',
idle
a
million
there
are
half
freight
day
both lively and im- portunity to attend and where ample accars in the United States
Only a few time continue to be
that some- commodations may present these charmof our railroads are earning enough to portant, and it is probable
time the voters of this State will be call- ing little misses to even greater advan1
nay expenses.
ed upon to decided whether or not they tage.
On the twentieth day of last July, unwill make a plunge into State ownership.

The Republican Journal

der

a

pressure

which was lit tle short of

a

men

which the matter of

a

wage reduction

recently referred has handed down

was

a

decision which would reduce the wage
scale to about a total of $400,000,000. It
is proposed that this scale shall be in efWe
on the first day of next month.
assume that the labor leaders will rave

fect

wring their hands but'

and

we

kill the goose which has laid for them so
many fairly good-sized eggs. We believe

they will accept the cut and will consent
to

an

elimination of that code of McAdoo

which,

under

in thousands of in-

stances, high wages have been collected
.for work not done.
After the above concessions have been
iioade by the railroad employes, the railroad executives must promptly reduce
freight rates. If they do not do this they
will ride to

a

fall.

The business of the

United States cannot stand the present
rates of freight transportation. There is
one

other thing which the railroad execuThey si ould cut their

tives should do.

salaries at least fifty per cent, and
do real work, instead of spending their

own

time in devising schemes for skinning
the public.
CUT

IT

OUT.

United States Senator Curtis held up
some appropriation bills a few days ago
by offering amendments thereto^ One of
.hese bills carried a large sum for printing.

Senator Curtis moved to
that heads of

by

(imend

departments

requiring

should discontinue the printing

of

an-

nual or special reports when tjie appropriation therefor was expended- This is
well as far as it goes, but it wou'd be betat the roots of the matter.
ter to strike
A very large percentage of the stuff sent
out by the major departments of the govis

certainly
Much of it is transparent
worthless.
propaganda. Several of these departments maintain an editorial staff whose
business seems to be to feed the public on
husks. We hope the United States Sec-

ernment

at

Washington

The chief of police of Chicago says:
“History tells us that after every war
ome
the pirates. America is invaded
Instead of
by the automobile pirate.
ships, these pirates hold up automobiles
and rob the occupants. In place of high
We shall
seas the roads are plundered.”
be surprised if there are not many holdseason.
ups in Maine during the vacation
W hen we go motoring we shall leave our
diamond ring and our wad at home.

believe

that at least 90 per cent of our railroad
workers are sensible men and will not

rules

Dancing

OOCTORS SAY CONSTIPATION
POISONS SYSTEM
The majority of people suffer from constipation which poisons the whole system
and causes coated tongues, bad headaches,
foul breath; ir children often results in
high fever and actual illness.
These conditions may be quickly reSieved by Dr. True’s Elixir—the Family
Sbaxative that has worked wonders for
naen, women and children since 1851.
“I have great faith in your Dr. True’s
Elixir. I give it to my boy, it is doing
him much good and I would not be without a bottle for anything.’’—Mrs. Joseph
Boyce (Tracey Station, N. B.)
You know the 8ymptoms of chronic
constipation—sour stomach, belching, bad
breath, heavy dull eyes, constant headaches, and general out-of-sorts feeling.

Ur. True’s Elixir will help you.—Adv.

George Wadlin was at home over Memorial Day, the guest of his parents,
Capt. and Mrs. Bartlett' Wadlin of East

SDCDNY

Northport.
The post office at Bayside, Northport,
Mrs. Hattie Wadlin Whiting, postmistress, was opened on June 6th, and the
store of C. O. Dickey & Co. also opened

variety of mixtures are being sold
under the name “gasoline”. The best way
to be sure that the gasoline you buy measures up to quality standards is to insist on
SoCOny uniform, pure and powerful.
Sold by the dealers listed below. Look
for the red, white and blue SoCOny sign.

at that time.

Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Mortimer of New
have arrived and are looking after
the erection of their new cottage on the
Temple Heights road, which they expect

York,

President Harding has nominated Hon.
Frank J. Ham as collector of internal
revenue for the District of Maine and
the nomination will doubtless be confirmed by the Senate. Mr Ham has especial qualifications for this position and
will be

as

eminently efficient

as

collector

he has shown himself to be in other
public positions with great credit to himas

self.
A great many people think that poultry
raising is a small business, but in the aggregate it is great industry. The last

While

to occupy this season.

Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Jennings and young
George H. Jr, have arrived from
Cambridge and are guests for the summer
of Mrs. Jennings’ mother, Mrs. Henry G.
Hills, East Northport. Mr. Jennings has
received his discharge as first lieutenant

The Sign of a Reliable Dealer
and the World’s Best Gasoline

in the merchant marine and will be lo-

DEALERS

Boston electrical house,
traveling in Maine.
A section of wharf from the fertilizer

Its observance
made in 1866

wild storm

a

JITY

was

drifted

A
across the bay to Northport.
picked it up and went to consi lerable trouble to tie it up and save it, and
man

it,

when the owners came for

he

was

LORD & CO.
B. O. NORTON

un-

C. A. PAUL
HARRY E. WALKER

to let it go without salvage. The
matter was reported to the officers, and
the wharf was taken, but the matter of

willing

WINDSOR HOTEL STABLE

salvage is yet to be decided.
Mr.

and

Mrs.

Donald

A.

Mrs. Martha F. Peavey of Newton
tre and guest,

RALPH W. PATTERSHALL
FRED A. ROBBINS

^Cen-

Miss Elizabeth Daniel of

Boston, motored to Northport May 28th
to spend the holiday at Loch Haven, their
summer place on the South Shore, Northport. They returned May 31st but plan to
come for the summer in about ten days.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph A. Peavey of Newton
Cenire were to come at this time but the
former was called to Charlotte, S. C., on
business.

ISLES bOKO
Fields P. Dodge of Philadelphia arrived
recently for a brief visit with relatives.

Raymond Pendleton has returned hom

power

soldiers, doing

road.
___

Editorial Notes ftom Courier-Gazette.

On May 1, 1921, Germany is reported
to have owed the United States $218,840000 for expenses of the American Army
of occupation. She has paid 17,160,000
paper marks in the shape of foodstuffs
materials furnished. That
and
huge
debt may be one of the reasons that imto
President
appoint
repHarding
pelled
resentatives to sit with the reparations
the other European
commission and
councils that are arranging the peace
settlements.
_

A valued correspondent calls attention
to this paragraph:
“Why were the saints, saints? Because
they were cheerful when it was difficult
to be cheerful, patient when it was difficult to be patient; and because they
on when they wanted to stand
[ pushed
1 still, and kept silent when they wanted
I to talk, and were agreeable when they
| wanted to be disagreeable. That wae
all. It was quite simple, and always will
1I
be.”

LIBERTY

WALTER A. YOUNG
BANKS BROS.’ GARAGE
HERBERT C. TOWLE
WORTHING BROS.

MORRILL

CHARLES MESERVIE
JOHN F. VICKERY

NORTHPORT

CAMPGROUND—C. E. PERKINS
SATURDAY COVE-F. W. EBERT

SANDYPOINT

victor a. gray

SEARSMONT
NORTH SEARSMONT

V. A. SIMMONS & C( >.

dleton.

NORTH SEARSPORT

Alfred Decker is at home from Boston
He will resume his dufor the summer.
ties

as

caretaker

of

the

STOCKTON

Frothingham

place at Dark Harbor.
To complete the sum needed for graduation, the Senior class of Islesboro high
school presented the farce, How the
Story' Grew, at the Town Hall Monday
evening. May 30.jThe proceeds were very
satisfactory. The following is t e list of
characters: Mrs. Brown, Winnifred Kellar; Mrs. Green, Martha Smith; Mrs.
Bean, Celestia Smith; Mrs. Rice, Katharine Pendleton; Mrs. Doolittle, Dorothy
Sylvester; Mrs. Snow, Leona Williams;
Mrs Taylor, Alice Williams; Mrs. White,
The
entertainment
Madaiine Dodge.
was followed by a social dance.

One of
decorate

her
with

customs

annual
flowers

her

every

was

SWANVILLE

NICKERSON & DAMM

WALDO

L. R. STEVENS

“Fine

When the child returned her mother
said, “Why, Florence, you have carried

State in the Union unites in honoring and
keeping green the memory of the brave
who sleep in hallowed ground, the
alike, for it is a national

blue and gray

holy day.
She died in 1874 and was buried with
full military honors, and every year lov-

ing hands decorate her grave with beautiful flowers.

YORK

Broadway

as

WILLIAM TELL
FLOUR
silk

I

I

around—
Was it you?
Some one started the day aright—
Was it you?
Some one made it happy and bright—
Was it you?
Early this morning, we are told,
Some one smiled, and all through the day
This smile encouraged young and old—
Was it you?

Stewart I. Long, in New York Sun.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORI A

It must go

Bros.

once, but

as

the finest

this silk—not

through

thirteen successive times.

just

Because we take no chance on William
Tell being clean and fine and pure, you
take no chance in using it for all your

OVERLAND

baking.
Ask your

neighbors

who

tell you William Tell.

MOTOR CARS ARE A
GOOD INVESTMENT

fine

as

make it.

meshes to the square inch.

Dwight P. Palmer
and Owens

can

Every pound of William Tell is sifted
through silk, so fine that there are 21,000

SOLD^m/ BY

|

use

it.

They’ll

Tell your grocer,

SWAN-WHITTEN COMPANY

Take you slate and figure it
out for youiself.
There are 5000 satisfied
Overland owners in the State
who have found that in an
Overland you get the most
for ycur mone.
Prices delivered, Belfast:
Sedan
#1585
#1545
Coupe
#995
Touring
....

#995

Roadster

HARRY E. WALKER
Distributor for Waldo

robbed the day of its song—
Was it you?

Early this morning some one frowned;
Some one sulked until others scowled;
And soon harsh words were passed

actually

because it is

....

YOU?

Some one started the whole day wrong—
Was it you?
on

NEW

to

Finally her mother missed
her and at the same time noticed a large
proportion of her flowers were missing.

Some

OF

silk,” is one way of
expressing quality, but it is true

husband’s

in the work.

IT

COMPANY
26

on

WAS

Ernest carter
AMES GROCERY CO.
PERCY L. HUPPER

STANDARD OIL

the anniversary of his death,
April 26th. On one occasion her little
daughter accompanied her and assisted
grave

harry c. pall
W. R. GILKEY & SON
C. O. SAWYER & CO,

welfare.

sons

That there are not a thousand men
among the millions of citizens of the
United States who can make out an aver
age income tax statement and do it right,
was the assertion of Senator Reed Smoot
at a recent hearing before the finance
committee of the Senate. His assertion
was approved by the nodding of heads of
many business men who had been through
the nerve-racking experience of trying
the requirements of the
I to comply with
I income and excess profits tax laws.

COSTELLO M. WILLIAMS

SEARSPORT

HDBBARDl
STRAWS!

for their comfort and

figures show that in 1919 Maine
produced $7,725,000 worth of poultry and
away nearly all my flowers.” “Oh, but
The production in the United
eggs.
mamma, they were all soldiers, too.”
States amounted to $1,250,000,000.
The little girl had scattered her flowers
The officials of the League of Nations as far as they would go on the graves of
the soldiers buried nearby.
are not
happy at Geneva. They say they
This incident brought to mind the idea
want a “permanent seat” somewhere
else.
Most of us are of the opinion that of devoting one day annually to decorathe graves of the
“up a stump” would be a very proper lo- ting, in loving memory,
men who wore the gray.
The idea was
cation.
readily adopted and ever since, April 26th
We notice that the directors of the has been observed throughout the South
Bangor and Aroostook railroad have as Memorial Day, with the exception of
closed nine stations along the line of the South Carolina.
That State for some
road. This ought to save enough to pay cause, unknown to me, observes May 10.
half the salary of the president of the
And now to the nation’s credit every
census

ISLESBORO

from his medical work, to be the guest of
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Roderick Pen-

(LAMSONl

from a suggestion
lady of Columbus,

She was the wife of an officer
who commanded the first Georgia Regulars, and who died in the service. After
his death she devoted her life to the care

thing in her

1 MASON co.

EAST BELFAST

McLennan

to the letter when you say it of

Georgia.

of the Confederate

E. A. BANKS’ GARAGE
GARAGE, JEWETT & HILLS, Proprietors
W R. GILKEY & SON
HALL HARDWARE COMPANY
HARDING & RACKLIFFE

BELFAST

torn away in the
of Sunday, May 22nd, and

plant in Searsport

not

came

by

WHO SELL SOCONY MOTOR GASOLINE

cated with a

honor the memory of the brave boys who
laid down their lives for their country,
do

|

»

year

there are, perhaps, many who
know the origin of the custom.

j

son

know why we observe
as Memorial Day to

all

we

day each

j

—

A Southern Woman

one

SERVICE!

A wide

a

wage increase was granted to
which added 5600,000,00(1 to
the annual operating expenses of our railThe Federal Railroad Hoard to
roads.

threat,

railroad

NORTHPORr

Special

County

Notice

X-RAY PICTURES
of bones, joints and teeth, fractures and
dislocations may be obtained at the office
DR. CARL H. STEVENS,
of
35 Church St., Belfast, Me.
3ml5
Tel. 15

FURNISHED
TENEMENT
TO RENT FOR THE SUMMER.
HARRY A. FOSTER,
22

26 Miller Street.

PNEUMATIC

TUBES

It is difficult to find any logical explanation for a mentality which refused the
splendid service pneumatic mail tubes

rendered in distributing mail in congested
areas, but approved a flying machine mail
service between New York and Washington, where there was already ample and
adequately' frequent service. Perhaps it
wasn’t the mentality which was affected,
after all.
John E. Milholland, for many years an
eminent figure in American public life,
and well known as a journalist and speaker, tells in the June Forum of the amazing
corruption in the recent administration,
which went far in destroying the costly
system of mail tubes erected by the government, the efficiency and worth of
which has been repeatedly proved by
numerous investigations. Mr. Milholland

I they exist today, readv for resumed

j

j
|

DISAPPOIS

a

hour.

*

*

Governor Baxter’s a d:
Maine meeting in Bang,
was certainly a disappn
a

at

this time.

It

was ni".

natorial boomarang for
1922 than just the oppomt
of Maine just now' are
ested in what is the best t
exploit her natural far

Journal.

Men Are Four.

verb.

im

which the public
veryconversant with am*.

*

Men are four: He who knows, and
knows he knows—he is wise—follow
him. He who knows and knows not he
knows,—he is asleep—wake him. He
who knows not and knows not he knows
not,—he is a fool—shun him. He who
knows not, and knows be knows not,—
he is a chil l—teach him.—Arabian Pro-

review of his actions

gusta

“The climax of this tragedy of governmental sabotage was dramatic. On one
side was the Pneumatic Tube System,
built at the Government’s urgent solicitation, tried in the fire of ten investigaof a centions, and proved by a quarter
*
*
tury of unequalled service. *
“On the other side stood Albert Burleson, who candidly admitted to a Senator,
‘I don’t know a damn thing about the
tubes,’ but was determined to reduce the
postal facilities of a combined population
of fifteen million to the level of his home
town of Waco, Texas.”—From Kennebec

says:

“Away back in the Victorian era,
pneumatic mail tubes were introduced in
the chief European capitals. Today, London, Paris, Berlin, Vienna, Budapest and
Rome have hundreds of miles of these
efficient devices. America took the lead,
however, in 1893, and held it for a quarter
of a century, with a type of tube lar superior to anything in Europe. This system consists—I use the present tense
writing of the physical properties becausa

A

use

week’s notice—of double lines of
iron tubes, under the streets, skilfully
designed dispatching and receiving apparati, speeial types of air compressors
at each connected post office, and cylindrical steel containers which were shot
through the tubes at thirty miles an

on

j

j

lines rather than being P
terested in any ones polite
In his address at the clos
going to run his administi
■'
ing to his own political
possible and let his politic *
If that had
care of itself.
reference to his political as
he had said it at first and
he would have escaped
criticism. Every one adn!
along that line, and lie w
much political strength on
Humanity is weak so it is a
tation for aspirants for pc1
and honors to take advantage
public occasion to be mil then
—Old Town Enterprise.

WEST

MONTVILLE

ACT

Mr. Flas tner has
sold his auto to Rev.
John Cole.
Mrs.

Minn.

!

Mr. and Mrs.

‘u a run-down condition;
lR and dizzy. I was actually
any sudden noise or esproduce a palpitation of
uitenedme. I absolutely
stairs, for to attempt
uglily exhaust me.
us headaches and when
med that an iron band
around my head. I now
;
mk of those headaches.
weak and I could not diiquid food. Any food
ia used
nausea and the
n remained for hours,
almost unbearable.
was
et sound and I was worn
My condition was inline.
1 filially so: ght
rmuati. but nothing
.article. I was on the
up in despair when a
with me to try Tanlac.
e of the medicine and

Rev.

Cole

the birth of

a

and

family

Mr. and Mrs.

Ralph W. Howard

Mr. and Mrs. Mark L. Howard
Hog back Mountain recently.
and Mrs.

in

at
I
on

i

Mark L.

Howard and
daughter of Hogback Mountain were recent guests of Mrs. Howard’s
aunt, Mrs.
Albert Fletcher.
In the shower and tornado of

woodon

lot, cutting

lumber and is

hauling

it

on

large trucks to Thorndike station.
Rev. Charles Adams of South Montville preached at North Montville church
May 29th in the morning and preached

here in the schoolhouse in the afternoon

Overlock, State agent for
school unions, accompanied by
his wife and Miss Winnifred Bowler of
Rev. W. E.

Sunday

Palermo,

visited the Sunday school here

and attended the meeting

Belfast by Read &
idea, Freedom; S. M.
A. M. Ross, Lincolulirug Co., and by the

Sunday

after-

noon.

Belfast evidence of their

swanvTllZ
Mr. James H. Bradbury and Mr. Lodge
stopping at the Swan Lake House.

are

the

Sumner Smith of Bangor has a
on H. F. Jackson’s lumber

of

Mrs.

It’s easy to bake
in a cool, deem kitchen!

Hersey spent last week

Emma

A little son was born to Mr. and Mrs.
James Robinson says: “Some years ago O. R. Bagley, May 20—Olney Willis.
I had a severe attack of kidney trouble,
Mrs. Octavia Bickmore is in Belfast
Tne kidney secretions bothered me when
passing, as there was a burning sensation. caring for Mrs. Mary Thurston, who is
My back ached most all the time. I was ill.
working in a lime kiln at the time and so
The heavy frost May 23 did some dammuch heavy lifting made it bard on my
kidneys and I was feeling weak and run age to gardens but did not seem to injure
down. I got a box of Doan’s Kidney Pills
fruit Lrces,
at Poor & Son’s
Drug Store and began
Troy and vicinity got but a slight touch
them.
of
using
They soon relieved me
the trouble and I have never been both- of the
big tempest—only a little rain
ered since.”
and strong wind.
Price 60c. at all dealers. Don’t simply
ask for a kidney remedy—get Doan’s KidMiss Gladys Woodard of An lover,
ney Pills—the same Mr. Robinson had.
Mass., visited relatives in Troy and DeFoster-Milburn Co., Mfrs., Buffalo, N. Y troit last week.

Mrs. Arietta J. Chase has arrived from

Everett, Mass., and has opened her home

Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Gowin of Portland,
who are visiting old home friends in Troy,
are soon to start for California.

Mr.

Stanley Cunningham of

Reynolds, who
in poor health,

coal to be bothered with and no ashes
litter to clean up. The clear, white
tips of the New Perfection flame produce
the most heat and don’t soot up the
bottoms of your utensils.
The New Perfection Water Heater is indispensable in the thousands of homes
where it is in use. Furnishes hot water
quickly and at a very slight cost.
New Perfection Oil Cook Stoves are made
in two, three and four-burner sizes, with
or without warming cabinet; also oneburner stove with no cabinet. New Perfection ovens are scientifically constructed so as to roast and bake evenly on
all sides. Sold by leading dealers everywhere.

easily.

Tidy housekeepers like the New Perfec-

tion Oil Cook Stove.

has for

There’s

no

wood

left May
Bangor some time been
spent the week-end and Mi morial Day 30th for South
Acton, Mass., the home
with his mother, Mrs. T. D. Nickerson.
of her son and daughter, where she has
lhe drama “Bar Haven” given at the entered a hospital for surgical treatment.
Grange Hall Friday evening, May 27, was
Truman Cook, with his two sons and
well patronized and a success financially
their families, making a party of eight,
Mr. Charles H. Black of Chelsea, Mass.,
motored from their homes in Lewiston
arrived in town recently tc spend a few
days at the home of Miss Harriet M.
Nickerson.

May 29, calling on old friends and neighbors; also paying tribute to the silent
homes of friends in Fhirview cemetery.

Misses Hazel and Sylvia Kirkpatrick
of Hampden were guests at Maple Terrace Farm the week-end and over Memorial Day,

FREEDOM.

For best results
use

While building a lire May 23rd Miss
Elisha Webster is building a garage for
Mildred Thompson’s clothing caught lire,
Mr. and Mrs Z. D. Hartshorn and Fred N. Flye.
and before help could be summoned she
I
Phil William attended the celebration
was seriously burned.
Dr. Small of Free- I daughter Martha of Belfast spent the
dom was called, but could not save her. j week-end and Memorial Day at their in Winslow May 23rd.
ren
She died May 24th. She was 12 years summer home.
Dana Banton and George Worth were
iOR FLETCHER'S
old and leaves a mother, Mrs. Lelia
Mr. E, R.
Nickerson and family of in Bangor May 27th on business.
Thompson, one brother, Edward, and one
sister, Ella, who have the sympathy ol Portland arrived recently to spend a few ; Mrs. Annie Murch attended the Grand
all.
days with,Mrs. Nickerson’s parents, Mr.
Chapter of the Eastern Star in Portland
■v\ iN I NvTOki
and Mrs. W. J. Matthews at Notrh SearsMay 23-25.
port.
Portland visited Lewis
Rev. W. A. Richmond will preach the
Mrs. Rutus Bartlett was quite badly in
Mrs. Grace Heal recently spent Sunday
baccalaureate sermon at the church next
jured by being run into by a motor cycle Sunday, June 5th.
with her aunt, Mrs Julia Ellingwood.
re getting good catches
one day recently.
The carriage was
Miss
The Union Teachers meeting held in
Lola
the
week-end
[■ weirs.
Huntley spent
the horse running away.
Mrs.
upset,
at home.
Freedom Academy May 23rd was inter! Bethel, Vt., spent MeBartlett was unconscious some time and
esting and instructive.
Mrs. A. L. Perkins visited Mrs. Her- was
me of his parents.
brought home in an auto. At this
Memorial services were held in the
bert
Cole
at
Cole’s
Corner
recently.
of Belfast called on
writing she is doing well.
chuich last Sunday. Rev. Wm. Vaughan
recently.
Mr. and Mrs. John Shaw of Brooklin,
Mr. Harvey Seeley has been the guest
of Belfast was the speaker.
The Riverside, will Mass., are guests of Mr. and Mrs. K.. R. 1 of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. G. SeeMr. and Mrs. Edmund Murch and
Shaw.
June
He
of graduation,
ley.
recently received a cap'ain’s liAlice were week-end guests of
daughter
cense giving him power to take command
Mrs. Hiram Ide and Blanche Perains ol
Mr. Murch’s mother, Mrs. Annie Murch.
of
boat
or
ol
vessel
were
here
as
in
seas.
any
Mr.
guests
recently
any
1’ Mansur of Houlton Bangor
Mrs. Maude Hurd of Pittsfieli and Mrs.
and Mrs. Seeley have also been entertainf Mr. and Mrs. I. H, Mrs. Stephen Perkins.
Alton White of Augusta were week-end
their
i
and
ing
wife.
son,
Ralph
Seeley
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Durning have re>
Mr. Seeley is chief electrician in the guests of their aunt, Mrs. Augusta Nutt.
eturned recently from turned here for the summer, after spendMr. and Mrs. Porter Webb of Swanville
navy and Mrs. Seeley’s home is in New
at the home of his ing the winter in Boston.
and Mrs. Tannie A. Small of Waterville
Jersey.
of White’s Corner,
C. A. Hnntley has been spending a few I
were the guests of their sister, Eflie M,
'.! rheumatic arthritis.
SALARIES FIRST
days in Charleston at the home of his
Flye, May 29th.
Bumter.
Melville
Tncipal of the high cousin,
The world is being treated to the specAN ANTI-CLIMAX.
employ of the State
Rev. James Gray, the new superin- tacle of Germany waging war against
■m during the summer
The latter country is a member
tendent of this district of the Methodist Poland
It is told in all seriousness that followof the league of nations, and,
ties July 1st.
churches, preached here at the chape; is entitled to protection from presumably,
that source. ing a lecture in a Northern Maine town
1.
T. Bussey
art Sunday. He was accompanied by his
If she has misbehaved towards Upper Si- in which the speaker told of the benefits
their beautiful new bride.
lesia it ought to be the business of the of having a health officer or district nurse
league to administer punishment; cer- and suggested that the town raise a sum
L'apt. Dudley house,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ellingwood retainly chastisement ought not to come of money for that purpose, he received an
e of the finest views
cently spent a few days here, the guesti from Germany. But the league officials answer to Ins proposal to the effect that
urrounning hills and of Mr. and Mrs. Bert Edmunds. They at Geneva are apparently too busy col- the town “had decided not to raise any
■.me anywhere.
lecting funds to pay their own huge sal- money for the purpose specified, but
are now in Belfast at Mr.
Ellingwood’) aries to
give much attention to practical voted to raise a sum to enlarge and imnual graduation fes- brother’s, Roscoe Ellingwood.
prove its cemetery.”
\>eace measures.

l;ry

-TT-—.

Socony Kerosene

\

F~~ W

W

NEW PERFECTION

pASTORIA

0/7 Cook Stoves and Water Heaters

ELLINUWOOD’S CORNER

u

or

town.

every

.;

or

bake with a
New Perfection Oil Cook Stove. It
furnishes all the heat you need just
where you want it —there is none
lost. You can regulate it!
you

That’s why it's so easy to make fluffy
cakes, nicely browned pies and crisp,
toothsome cookies! You can control the
heat by merely turning the wick a trifle
up or down, and you don’t have to stoopover to the oven.
It is up where you
can reach it and look into it— quickly,

Dodge, in Pittsfield.

Mrs. Lemuel

don t heat up the whole

kitchen when
YUU

Miss Carrie Weymouth is spending a
few days with her sister, Mrs. M. T.

for the summer.

at work

crew

mi

with friends in Etna.

Sunday,

May 22nd, Charles Howard had his
shed roof badly damaged, the roof
back being nearly all torn off.
Mr.

1

called

ou

Mr.

j

son

were

neighbor?

Harry Clark is in town tuning

Mr.

worth.

i

!

Sunday and attended church
North Montville.

F"

^

John

on

pianos.

Plenty

j
eceiv-

are

town

■

,ing at once and soon
-s and dizziness disaptieadaches left me and
ugth had returned. My
ion improved and I am
This
er in every way.
■rful medicine and the
I
er really helped me.
woman who is suffering

Perley Cross

mg congratulations
May 22nd.

Said Mrs. V. B. Osborijc
'lister Ave, Lexington, R>

|f

Portland visited

Mr. and Mrs. Martin
Whittier Sunday.
George A. Nelson has sold his farm
here to William P. Barton
of St. Paul

,R>i; SAYS SHE SHUDDERS
*.
.Hi, 1HINKS HOW SHE

SUFFERED.

Cora Lamb of

TROY.

QUICKLY

Do the right thing at the right time.
Act quickly in time of danger.
In time of kidney danger, Doan’s Kidney Pills are most effective. Ask. your

STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW YORK

.,

^Igr

COFFEE
You

The
Test of
Coffee is the
Satisfaction it

Gives—Try

are

likely lo like il

it

YOUR
GROCER
HAS IT.

Sunday evening,
Purdy delivered the

roe.

A.

the M.E.

it

it

WEBSTTR-THOMAS

church!

7, the junior ex‘nion hall Thursday

219 Stale

the graduation of
graduates are Misses

he
■

of

Union hall
was

were

j

ORDER OF

was

and also by the schoo
ircss of the day

!

li. Lord and

j

wajs

listen-

was

tention by the large
•!l of Belfast

was

in

j

las 21, to confer witn
lie library fair, which
afternoons and even2U. This is planned
■

of its kind

ent
pers

will

be

Certain-teed Paint

evejr

served

Protects Surfaces Longer

both nights of the

k

was accompanied by
Hattee also of Belfast,

to

the children whi>

ertainment

on

will close
ter

a

WeOr

grand ball.

complete list of the
who sang in the
festival at Camden |
Baton, Cornelia fer-

-ids

uubar, Marion F. Cole,
John M. Carlelon,
ki-it, Adelia F. Parker,
Uiel M. Kelley, Erma
»Ary, Mildred Conant,
muel K. Lord, Randall
■

In other words you get from
Certain-teed the service which

covers.

“Certainty

Certain-teed also covers more
surface per gallon. It hides

anteed

These unusual values result
from the excellence of the
materials used in Certain-teed
and the care and thoroughness
of their preparation.

accompanied by Miss
upervisor of music, and
>

me, teacher of the inter-

has been of great
e

TXTHEN you use Certainteed Paint you can be
sure that it will last long and
protect the surfaces which it

the surface with fewer coats.
It retains its beauty and color
for a longer period of time.

1

leaching

granted.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of May, A. D.
1921.
WARREN C PHILBROOK,
Justice Supreme Judicial Court.
A true copy.
3w22

Attest:

JAMES H. CILLEY, Clerk.

only-

highest

name

Be

quality paint

Certain-teed

gives.

is

sure

WHEREAS,

means,

of Quality—GuarSatisfaction."
The

a

$100

A certain lot or parcel of land, together
with the buildings thereon, situated in Belfast, in the County of Waldo and State of
Maine, and described as follows, to wit:—It
being the same real estate conveyed to Arthur
E. Stantial by Nellie M. Buzzell by her deed
dated March 17, 1919, and recorded in the
Waldo County Registry of Deeds, in Book 335,
Page 501, to which deed and the record thereof reference may be had for a more particulai

guarantee of both.

from your Spring painting by
getting Certain-teed from us.
Certain-teed led in price reductions. We are now selling

whereas the condition of said mortgage has
been broken:
Now, therefore, by reason of the breach of
the condition thereof I claim a foreclosure of i
said mortgage.
Belfast, Maine, May 31st, A. D. 1921.
ARTHUR E. STANTIAL.
B &T.
3w22

this paint at pre-war prices.

1

i

Jfkiiouai

L_ 52 Main Street,

Belfast, Maine

Dr. Hester Brown

‘u

proprietorw’f1
nsnot

lestt onia|8i (
Sold by a<?rrfNEY & CO- l0led0druggists, 75c.

r/ttWreas p
U

y 011

Eastan Mug Lees.Iiic.

30

Certain-feed
PAINT

VARNISH

ROOFING

UNOLEUM

OIL CLOTH ft RELATED

T1

Leave Belfast
Saturdays at 7.15
port and Bangor.

Tuesdays. Thursdays and
for Bucksport, Winter-

a. m.

Levve Bangor 2 p. m., Winterport 2 45 p. m.,
Bucksport 3 30 p. m Belfast 5. p. m.t for Cam
den, Rockland and Boston.

Return —Leave Boston

on

At

Boston, connection

steamers for

is

At 72 Main Street, Belfast.

Mondays,Wednes-

made

with

Charles R. Coombs

the

Line
and freight
passenger
New York via Cape Cod Canat.

Summer Schedule Effective June 7
Leave Belfast daily except Sunday at 5 p m
for Boston and way landings. RETURN: Leave
Boston daily exc pt Sunday at 6 p. m (Daylight Saving Time) for Rockland, Belfast, Bangor and way landings. Landing will be made

People

SINCE 1882

days and Fridays at 5 p. m Rockland Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 5 a m. for
Camden, Belfast, Bucksport, Winterport and
Bangor.'
Metropolitan

*

Increase weight 10 to 25 pounds per
mouth. By simple guaranteed, safe,
reliable treatment.
Argo-Phospliate
will iucrease your weight with good
solid stay-there flesh and muscle.
Write today for FREE sample.
Enclose stamp to American Drug
Sales Co„ Malden 48, Maas,

STEAMSHIP CAMDEN

at

j

Undertaker

|

Trucking

HAND PAINTED

PRODUCTS

High Street.

Tel. 320

For Sale

and done in water colors in the soft tones
and shades so much used by the Chinese.
Call at the Journal oflice.
AMY L. WILSON,
SUE M. PARTRIDGE.

Dr. M. G. Stephenson
DENTIST!
MNSONIG TEMPLE,
Telephone 223-3

ROOM 3

SON,

126 Waldo Avenue, Belfast.

PLACE CAROS

*

A NICE DRIVING HORSE, FIVE
years old, which is not afraid of anything.
Am selling on account of sickness. InMRS. L. A. BROWN,
quire of
8 Alto St, Belfast
Sw21

W. W. BLAZO &

DIRECT FROM CHINA

OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN

“eu

internally and acts
ttie Mucous Surfaces of
;
’V
;
,re destroying the foundisease, giving the patient
* “P the constitution
f SttistinB
Jre ln
work.
doP*
J have so muJh faith in the
Halls Catarrh MediL^hiai ti,ev
Hundred Dollrrs
i,iU.
u
,er,,UUne
fails t0 cur* Send
:i:l "f

P Y tl'Ri.Y03.

AMY L. WILSON.

Northpurt commencing June 21. Commencing July S, service will be daily, including |
I am prepared to do all kinds of truckSunday, in each direction.
Furniture and piano moving tt.
| ng.
GEO. E. DUNTON, Agent,
I specialty. Leave orders at the stable,,
Belfast, Maine.
of Main and Cross streets, and they
description.
| corner
It is also the same real estate com eyed to
will receive prompt attention.
me, D. M. Sylvester, by Arthur E. Stantial by
Telephone connection.
deed bearing even date with this deed; and

of satisfactory results

Hall Hardware Co.

there is at least one
that science has been
'Us stages and that
is
; being greatly influenced
conditions requires conHall’s Catarrh

SUi M

follows:

of music in the

this paper will be
pleas-

;

■therein by publishing an attested copy of this
order once a week for three successive weeks
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, in said County of Waldo, the
last publication to be at least seven days before the date of said hearing, in order that
such interested parties may be present and
show cause, if any they have, why said report
should not he accepted and said petition

D. M. Sylvester of Belfast, in
the County of Waldo and State of Maine,
by his mortgage deed dated March 29th, A. D.
1920, and recorded in the Waldo County Reg;stry of Deeds, in Book 334, Page 475 conveyed
to me, the undersigned, a certain parcel of
real estate situate in Belfast, in the County of
Waldo and State of Maine, and bounded as

upper village.

Reward

oortei

country. Cinn it be J iplicite 1.
Also Lices, Lace Mits, Silk Pieces,
Fans, etc. Call at Journal Office.

NOTICE.

Notice of foreclosure

I

the first
on

im

also

orchestra, singing

s’

arc

and mny are eni.-iierei
in shndes of blue, so pipu ir in tint

R. Wesley Dunn, Receiver in the above entitled cause, having presented his report and
a petition for distribution of the funds remaining in his hands, it is hereby
Ordered, That a hearing on said report and
petition be had at the office of Carroll N. Perkins, Esq, Waterville. Maine, on Thursday,
June 23, 1921, at 10 o’clock a, m and that no
tice thereof be given to ail parlies interested

musical selec-

These

finest of lineis

fro n Jilin

Petit Manan Land’& Industrial Company.

inal colors and ever■e

tiie

vs.

im-

appropriately

Including Centerpieces, Tray Cloths.
Rainers, Cable Covers, Laic 1 Sets, in

Petit I'lanan Land Company

the deceased
The exercises

iled.

r

WEDDING GIFTS

SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT,
IN EQUITY.

luly and fittingly I
■es

Boston

WALDO, S3.

and Mahlou Dun-

,i

Street,

STATE OF MAINE

Hazel

Ellingwood,

POPULAR

Tea & Coffee Co.

me

WANTED

!

A Second Hand Lawn Roller
APPLY TO

M. L,

SLUGG, Belfast, Maine.

WANTED
Second

Hand

Kitchen

Range

State price first letter.

Boz 1S5, Belfast, Maine

Fr.

Weakness
so

this season are
at lit vie expense
inconvenience by

at

common

promptly relieved

and with

no

u

1

Cal blood puri-

,-jj

THE CHURCHES

Appointments: Monday -evening, “W.
W. G.” in the small vestry,, Miss Stevens, president. Ranger Boys meeting
There will be a preaching service by in
The following extracts from an inforboys room. Tuesday, Wednesday,
schoolWood’s
at
W.
Martin
C.
Rev
1
J.
Fr.
Rev.
made
Timothy
mal speech
by
Thursday, Baptist State convention,
at 2.30 p. m.
West
I
Northport,
the
beloved
been
has
house,
who
O’Mahoney,
Camden. Wednesday evening, prayer
pastor of St. Francis church since 1917.
meeting in the vestry. Thursday evening,
Summer services will be held next Sunat his recent reception is only a brief
High school banquet in the vestry under
in
Church
Reformed
the
<
at
Trinity
the auspices of the Ladies’ Sewing Circle.
forecast of what he will later relate to day
William
Vaughan,
Rev.
East
Belfast,
his people and the public. It also indichoir rehearsal; younger boys
at 2.30 p. m., and also at Mason Friday,
cates that he is a loyal citizen as well as Ipastor,
meeting with Mr. Sauer.
at 4.30 p. m.
church
Mills
adevout churchman:

That Tired Feeling 1
Loss of Appetite

n

O’Mahoney

a

Loyal

Citizen

Rev. Father J. O’Mahoney was given a
The regular services will be held at the
right royal welcome Tuesday evening up
on his return from a six months’ absence 1Universalist church Sunday with sermon
A reception was planned by at 10.45 a. m. by Rev. William Vaughan.
in Ireland.
the members of St. Francis Catholic Th e choir will have a special musical prochurch, and other guests outside of the gram. The Sunday school will meet at
Catholics from noon.
parish were invited.
Stockton Springs, Searsport and from
First Parish (Unitarian) Church.
Waterville were present, and Father O’Rev. A. E. Wilson, minister. Preaching
Mahoney can have no doubt as to his service
Sunday at 10.45 a. m. June 12th
popularity in his own parish and outside. will be observed as Children’s
Sunday,
Father MacPartland, who has been officithe Sunday school meeting with the
ating as priest during his absence, presid- church and the sermon especially to
ed Tuesday night and made the welcomthem.
ing address to Father O’Mahoney, and
presented to him in behalf of his parishMETHODIST CHURCH. People’s Methoners a number of gifts.
W.

Misses Gladys and Margaret Trundy
of Belfast spent Sunday at home.
Miss Charlotte Knowlton of Belfast
of Miss Hazel Nickerson
was the guest
over Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. P. L. Nickerson and
daughter Pauline of Bath were in town
Memorial Day.

_

F.

PHILLIPS

Franklin Folsom Phillips, who has often
been a contributor to The Journal under
the nom de plume of “Hairbrain,” passed
away at the Massachusetts General Hospital in Boston on May 31st after an ill- I
ness of
nearly two months following a j
serious operation. He was boru in North
Rev. Charles
Martin,
Searsmont, Dec. 21, 1852. Mr. Phillips
Father O’Mahoney, in responding, said odist Church,
graduated from the Nichols Latin School that he was very glad to be again in the pastor; parsonage, No. 7 Court St.; telein Lewiston and from Bates College in
good oid land of Liberty, and thanked phone, 213.11. Sunday morning preachthe class of '77. He became State AsHe was suf- ing, 10.45; Sunday school, 12 m. Evening
everyone for his welcome.
saver of Maine and taught for five years
fering from a severe cold contracted on service at 7.30. Prayer meeting this,
in Rockland as principal of the High
at 7.30.
shipboard, and had only arrived that af- Thursday, evening
school.
He moved to Somerville, Mass.,
ternoon, so he said he was not prepared
in 1884 and was prominently identiiied
to tell much about his trip.
He sailed
North congregational Church
with public affairs in that city, serv- from
New York on November 13th for a Rev. A. C Elliott, pastor; parsonage, 26
j
ing two years in the common council, six months’
vacation, and visited his old High street; telephone, 157-4. Organist,
two years as alderman and two years as home in
Macroom, spending five months ! Miss Amy Stoddard; soloists, Mrs. Leroy
representative to the General Court. Mr. I there and the other month on the conti- !
Paul and Miss Charlotte Knowlton. MornPhillips leaves a widow, Julia A. Phillips, j nent of Europe. He had been in this
j! ing worship at 10.45, with sermou by the
and three children, Mrs. Herbert Sawyer
country for eleven years, and during that pastor. Church school at noon. Strangers
Kimball and Mr. William Lyman Phillips time his father and mother
have died,but I and those without any church home are
of Waban, Mass., and Mr. Franklin Fol- ! he still has
brothers and sisters in Ire- I cordially invited to worship with us and
also
two
som Phillips, Jr., of Cambridge;
land. He stated that she had witnessed i assist in the activities of this church.
grandchildren, Graham Phillipsand Nancy many horrible sights in Ireland, and had
The Quiet Hour devotional meeting
Kimball.
Page
been hampered greatly himself. At 7 ! will be held on Thursday evening in the
o’clock at night, he stated, every man, church parlor at 7.30. The pastor will
W. H.l BEAL
woman and child was obliged,on the pen[ continue his reading of J. A. Steuart’s
alty of death, to be indoors, and from | “Quicksands.” Let the members of the
Beal
Morrill
of
died
William Henry
then on anything or everything mighty church plan to be present.
Friday at the home of Mr. and Mrs. N. happen in the shape of bomb explosions, j CONGKEUATIUNAL cnunui, mmm
R. Cross, where he had lived for the machine gun, rifle fire, etc.
“I saw j Belfast, A large congregation assemuc suucu,
auu
utiici
past two and one-half years. His death
ujjcncu,
bled again last Sunday evening when the
Mr. atrocities committed in the name of the \ Rev. A. C. Elliott conducted a special
followed an illness of seven weeks.
heals was bom in Montville, Jan. 7. 1836. British crown. I saw dead men carried service for the young people.
It was
the only child of John and Jane Thomp- by my door by the hundreds; and saw in- j very gratifying to see so many children
In early life he married Miss discriminate firing on the streets.
son Beals.
and young people at the service. If our
“There is only one land for me now, and churches are to be maintained, and are
Nancy Thompson of Montville, who died
About 24 years ago he that is the land of Uncle Sam
many years ago.
Every | to continue to influence our community
married Mrs. Elizabetjh Higgins of Morrill man is given a chance here, no matter life, then it is imperative that our boys
his
home
in
had
made
that
3nd since then
who he may be.
He may be poor, but he and gir's should be interested in them.
town.
Mr. Beal was a highly esteemed is just as good before the law as the It was quite evident that there was someconsiderate
of
and
kind
man.
always
He may not be talented, i thing in the service which made its apwealthy
citizen,
the rights of others. His widow survives but he is just as good under the United peal to the young folks, and a similar
and while also in advanced years was States law, and he is given a chance to service will be held in the near future.
able to assist in the care of her husband make good in every way, provided the Hearty congregational singing is a specj
to the last.
They had always been a law is observed. I have travelled in 1 ial feature of the services in this church.
most devoted couple.
Mr, Beal engaged many lands and seen many cities, strange Mr. Elliott will preach again on Sunday
in farming and was for auout 15 years the
faces and wonderful sights, but grand as evening at 7 30
The public is cordially
secretary and treasurer of the Morrill they have been, my own old home in Bel- ! invited to attend.
Come and hear the
Water Company. The funeral was held fast, Me., looks good to me, and when I
singing, listen to the sermon, and help to
1
home
at
1
at the Cross
set foot in “little old New York” that make this church a center of social and
p. m.,
with Rev. Nathan Hunt officiating. The looked good to me, too. I even went over
religious inspiration.
burial was in Freedom’.
to Coney Island. I feel more than ever
(hat America has something good in store
Rev.
The First baptist church.
Mr. and Mrs Allen Innes of Roslin- for every man, if he only looking for it.
George C. Sauer, pastor; residence, 13
I
don’t
arrived
believe
there
is
a
land
in
ail
last
and
God’s
after
dale, Mass.,
week,
123-11. The services
earth that is suffering what Ireland is Cedar; telephone,
a short visit with Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Potof worship on Sunday are at 10.45 and
their
at
and
has
went
to
the
suffered
at
hands
the
cottage
suffering,
Battery.
tle,
Bible school at 12 o’clock and the
of the English. There isn’t any brutality 7.30.
J
Thursday
Endeavor at 6.30
that could be committed upon the human Christian
Strang7.30 the mid-week service.
Traffic
An Ordinance
body that has not been perpetrated upon 1 at
ers in the city are cordially invited, and
the Irish prisoners.
vast
of
Buildings
of Belfast
tions of the
of friends throughout
proportions have been levelled to the the co-operationwho are not obligated by
ground. Houses have been burned in- iI the community,
Be it ordained by the Mayor and Common
and interest to support some other
Council of the t ity of Belfast, in City Council discriminately in the dead of the night. duty
desired in the growMen have been taken from their beds :; church, is earnestly
assembled, that is to say:;
the church.
and shot before their families during the ing work of
ARTICLE I.
The Sunday morning worship will incurfew nour, which was supposed to be
(VEHICLES IN MOTION)
clude numbers by the chorus choir, serinstituted
for
the
of
the
protection
popSec, 1. A vehicle, except when passing a
the pastor and brief address by
Ireland is the only white na- ! moil by
vehicle ahead, shall keep'to the right, and as ulation.
of
the
Wadsworth
tion today that is not free, and yet two Arthur Leonard
near the right curb as possible, and shall alWatchman-Examiner, one of the leading
ways proceed in the general direction of travel. years ago we fought to make the world
religious periodicals of the country. In
A vehicle meeting another vehicle free.”
Sec. 2.
! the evening Walter Robinson, president
shall pass on the right.
1 of the Massachusetts “Gideons,’ a ChrisSec. 3. A vehicle overtaking another vehicle
tian commercial travellers’ union, will be
shall, in passing, keep to .the left, but it shall
I the speaker.
Both these laymen are tine
n t leave the line on the rfight unless there is
1
a clear way of advance
speakers, each representing a different
on|the left.
! phase of Christian service. It will prove
Se< 4. A vehicle ir turning to the right into
I an inspiring day. Everyone in,the parish
another street shall keep aj near to the right
TO PLEASE
t
curb as possible.
| should strive to be present. At 2 30 there
A vehicle in turning to the left into
Sec. 5.
will be a service at Saturday Cove churt h.

j
j

Mr. and Mrs. Worth Larrabee of Proswere guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
Chester Trundy.
Mr. and Mrs. A E. Cunningham and
Mr. Walter J. Nickerson motored to

pect

Prospect Sunday.
Don’t forget the entertainment given
by the Greeley School at Comet Grange
Hall, f’riday evening, June 10th.
The L. A. S. will hold its next meeting Thursday afternoon, June 16th, at

the home of Mrs. Lulu Patterson.
Rev. Mr. Vaughan will speak at the
church next Sunday evening at 7:45. A
cordial invitation is extended to all.

j

and Mrs. Alton Libby of Unity
in town Memorial Sunday, guests
of Mr. W. S Nickerson and family.
Mr. Ralph Seeley has recently been
Mr

were

appointed

j

Regula-

forj

City

ONE WOMAN?

A vehicle crossing from one side of
Sec. 6.
the street to the other in the business section
shall do so by turning to the left, so as to head
in the general traffic on that, side of the street.

Rev. A. A. Smith and wife and daughDorothy, Mrs. Susan D. Clark, Mr.
and Mrs. Buck of Bangor called on Mr.
and Mrs. W. E. Damm Tuesday P. M

ter

Kermit and Hazel Nickerson, members
of the Belfast High School Glee Club,
went to Camden Friday evening, May
27th, to attend the Knox-Waldo Festival.
Mr. and Mrs. W. E.
Damm, Miss
Hazel Nickerson, Miss Josephine Aderton, Kermit Nickerson and David Moody
went to Belfast Sunday to attend the
Baccaleaurate Sermon.
Those who attended the Boys Conferin Belfast last week were Kermit
and Milton Nickerson, Arthur Brown,
David
Moody, Fred Knox, Charles
Trundy and the youngest son of Leslie
Lowe.

ence

1

Miss Hopkins will sing.

the left.

Sec. 8. Motor vehicles shall not make
mrffler cutouts within the
limiis.

Department,

ARTICLE

(SPEED

OF

“Wanted at

“THE

Sec. 4. No vehicle shall stop or stand within
the intersection of any street ncr within It)
feet of a street corner.

headquarters"

The Brilliant Drama of

rounding

a corner or curve

of

a

[a

Belfast, Maine, Jiine 7, 1921.
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true
copy of an ordinance passed by th* Lity Council of the City of Belfast, June *6. 1921, anl
approved by the Mayor of the City.
Attest: CHAS. S. BICKFORD^ City Clerk.

IS,

Maurice Tournier’s Picturization of Neil
Stage Classic

New England Story
That Has Taken the JJilent

Wesley Barry

as

same.

junk'7

or

marking

u

prices for this sale.
THE TIMM SHOE ST01

Fifty Rhode Island Red yearling
hens, any number, $2 each.
C C. ROGfcRS,
R- D. 3.

CHIROPRACTIC

FOR SALE
About 2000 feet of old lumber, boards and joists.
H. L. WOODCOCK.

Caution Notice

FOLKS
Burgess’

Great Rural'

*19

Real People in Real
Drama by Storm.

Life

|*S
_4

Tommy Perkins

FOR HAY FEVER
davis & storm,

23

Tel. 155-13

THE COUNTY FAIR
Typical

to do the

we

FOR SALE

WEDNESDAY I

A

obliged

“No

MOTOR BOAT w'ith 5Ap
power Detroit engine.
Will sell cheap for
first-class condition.
cash. Tel. Belfast, 89-6
FRED B. STINSON,
North Searsport, Maine.
tf23

Tel. 179-24

of

and

gave it up

ty

1 Q FOOT
2 O horse

Girl Who Made Excitement Her God.

IT

20

FOR SALE

CLOWN”

HERE

of June

_

LITTLE

of their approach.

ordinances,
|

-_

Week

“THE

public street,

ARTICLE VII. i
Sec. 1.
Whoever violates any; of the provisions of the foregoing
rules and
regulations, shall be punished by fine not exceeding twenty dollars ($20) for qach offence.

SEX”

a

In the meantime, as a ret
pense for your efforts in cm
ing into the ^ore, we offer
the next ten days (in additioi
our present low prices) a re>
tion of 10% on all leather, M
The s;
and Tennis Shoes.
guarantee. Satisfaction or
monev back.

Colonial Theatre

—IN—

signals in such a way as to give
other vehicles and to pedestrians

^includes

be

Gratitude Week

MARY MILES MINTER

AND OTHER

ARTICLE VI.
Sec. 1. The word “vehicle" includes equeshorses
hitched to vehicl-s, led horses,
trians,
motor vehicles of all kinds and Everything on
wheels and runners except baby carriages.
the
Sec, 2. The word “driver"
rider or driver of a horse, the rider of a bicycle and the operator of a motor vehicle.

SWAN

H. C. McCORRISON

TUESDAY

SIGNALS)
Sec. 1. Every driver or operator of a vehicle
in slowing up, or in stopping, or in turning
while in motion, or in starting from a Siandstill, or in backing, shall signal to those behind,
either by hand or whip, or by .mechanical, or
automatic electrical device, indicating the direction he is about to take.
Sec. 2. Drivers of motor vehicles of all
kinds snail n approaching a crossing or in
sound their
warning to

and

I

MARION DAVIES and CARLYLE BLACKWELL

ARTICLE V.
VEHICLES, POLICE

Clayton

THORNDIKE,

ERRANDS and EXPRESS

—WITH—

No person having charge of a vehiSec. 6.
cle in a public street or square shall refuse or
neglect to stou the same or place the same as
directed by a police officer, any of these rules
to the cunt.ary notwithstanding,

OF

were

BROOKS,
LAKE,
connecting with Rockland jitney.
Leaving Elmwood Hotel, Waterville, 7 a. m. and Windsor House,
Belfast 3.30 for return trip.
Passengers taken for whole or
any part of trip at reasonable
prices.
TY,

BY ROBERT W. CHAMBERS]

purpiseof

good clothes

asked wher
WE have tobeenhave
sidew;

run

between WAT'EKYTLLE and BELFAST by way of ALBION, UNI-

RESTLESS

of Kuppenheimer

Kuppenheimer

WatervillB li Belfast
Large 7-passenger Buick will

MONDAY

police
Jso
^n

House of

“The Iron Rider”

letting^off.passengers;

Kuppenheimer Good Clothes

NOTICE

—IN—

as

and $44,50

at $16.50 to $35

—the house
Copyright 1921, The

WILLIAM RUSSELL

or unloading, ana then for not more than ten
minutes at any one time,but a police officer may
at his discretion extend such time limit a specified number of minutes only, when in his judgment such extension does no( interfere with
the free passage of sidewalks nr streets.

Sec. 3. No vehicle shall stop in such a way
to obstruct any street.Jor crossing for the
purpose of taking on or
or loading or unloading ot freight, or any
other purpose; except in case-of accident, or
when directed to do so by a
officer, At
intersections of streets whete & police officer
or device is placed for the
directing
traffic, both pedestrians and drivers of vehicles
must stop when directed to do
by a police
officer must
officer, and in the absence of
follow the directions indicated by any sign,
so
placed.
guide or device

good makes

The Home of

SATURDAY

Sec. 2. No vehicle shall remain backed
against the curb, except when actually loading

years.
$35, $39.50

Harry W. Clark & Co.,

Mrs. Grace Edgecomb and Mr. and
Mrs. J. E. Cable and daughter Lorna of
Lowell arrived in town Friday night in
Mrs. Edgecomb’s new Studebaker car.
Mrs. Edgecomb was the guest of her
niece. Miss Hazel Nickerson, returning
to the Hallowed Industrial School Saturday where she is teaching. The Cables
of Mrs. Catde’s sister.
were the guests
Mrs. A. W. Damm and family returning
home Saturday.

the curb.

(SIGNAL

Other

EVA NOVAK in

lit

VEHICLES)

of real

assurance

Feature Values at

FRIDAY

ARTICLE IV.
( STOPPING, STANDING AND TURNING)
Sec. 1.
No vehicle shall stop with its left
to

throughout fifty

MONROE

Sec. 1. No vehicle shall proceed at a rate of
speed greater than the law allows; and at no
time shallva vehicle be drived with a reckless
or negligent disregard to the conditions then
obtaining and the right of others.

side

Rev. William Vaughan of Belfast delivered a fine Memorial address at the
A
church Sunday evening, May 29th.
chorus choir sang “My Own America”
the
Beautiful”
and the solo “America
by
William McKmley Damm was well rendered. The church was tastily decorated
with
evergreens and
flags, bunting,
potted plants. Last Sunday evening
Mr. Vaughan delivered another fine sermon and the two contralto solos by Miss
Charlotte Knowlton whi h she so kindly
sang were a rare treat and much enjoyed.

“Going Some”

Sec. 1.
Water De
partment, emergency repai* wagons* United
States Mai! vehicles, amtulances and physicians’ green cross, shall have the right of way
in any street and through anjy procession.

with

buy wisely,

economy—get the benefit of the lower prices and
greater values in Kuppenheimer Good Clothes.
New styles with the same
integrity of fabrics and
tailoring associated with these good clothes

REX BEACH STORY

W^Y).

OF

To

of

ii.

ARTICLE

Mrs.

TODAY
use

cjty

(RIGHT
Police, Fire

;

and

53

Rushbrooke Thayer
son Maurice, Mr. and Mrs.
A. T.
Nickerson, Mrs. T. D. Nirkerson, Mrs.
Mrs. A. D. Moody and
; C. R. Nickerson,
: daughter Iva attended the prize
speaking
of the sophomore class of the Belfast
High School, Thursday evening. David
Moody was awarded third prize.
Mr.
their

Colonial Theatre

Sec. 7. Slow moving vehicles shall keep as
close as possible to the curb to the right, so as
to allow faster moving vehicles free passage
on

j

Gov-

for two

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Cunningham, son
and daughter of Brooks and Mrs. E. L.
Cunningham of Bangor were in town
Memorial Sunday.

What Would You Do

the right of and
intersection street

on

Pittsburg, Pa.,

years.

^

another street shall pass
beyond the center of the
beforp turning.

Electrical Inspector

ernment work at

j

tjiuuday

1

SWANVILLE.

■

F.

Kuppenheimer
GOOD CLOTHES

PALMER SCHOOL GRADUATE CHIRuPRAC
80 Main Street,

The Fire Department wish to warn peoany grass fires or any

ple against starting

Office hours—9 to 11

out of door fins now on account of the
extreme dryness.
S. S. L. SHUTE, Chief Engineer.

a.

m.,

Carpeuter Work
Done at Reasonable prices.
Window screens made to order.
RALPH RICHARDS,
3 Charles Street,
Belfast
•

2w23

hereby gives notice that
duly appointed administrator of

The subhe has been
the estate of

BERTHA A. SAMPSON, late of Freedom,
in the county of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same tor settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
CLEMENT W. WESCOTT,

Belfast, fife., May 10, 1921.

Belfast, Maine.

Mondays, Wednesdays

ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE.
scriber

!

and Kri

ADMINISTRATOR’S NOT!
scriber hereby gives notice
duly appointed adr.iinistrat
annexed, of the estate of

>

ADDIfc V. ROBINbUN.
in the
bonds

County

of
aldo. dece
the law directs. A I!
demands against the estate of
are desired to present the same
and all indebted thereto are request
-•

as

payment immediately.

Searsport,

Me

Cb ARLES A.
May 10, 1921

-r

ine Waldo County W. T. U. converttion will be held in Jackson, Wednesday,
June 22nd. The local treasurers are requested to send all dues to Mrs. Bates be
fore June 18th.

What You Pay Is One Thing
What You i Get Is Another

Aurora Rebekah Lodge, I. O. O. F.,
will observe Children’s
night, June 14th,
when all affiliated with the order are
to
urged
attend.
The play hour will be
from 5 to 6 followed by a supper and en-

tertainment.

May, 1921, has gone on record as a dry
month as not a storm occurred and
only
two short showers during the four weeks.
June, thus far, nas kept up the same conditions and even the country roads are
rivers of dust.

buy a Union Suit for 79c and it will be
worth just about that or less. It you pay $2.00 tor
one\ouwill get your money’s worth or more. We
would rather sell high priced goods even if our percentage of profit is no more than on cheaper grades,
can

You

we

because

know

fied and will

There will be two Sunday school dis
tnct conventions in Waldo
county this
month. The W. Waldo District will be

ag*ain—BU

Mt.

DAVIS,

Co. to secure a bond issue has been received at the office of the Waldo
County
Registry of Deeds for recording. It contains 236 pages of about 375 words
each,
and the price will be $126 for
recording
it.
The amount involved is not in the
text.

wher^ your little old dollar
buys lj)0 cents worth.

Sixteen members of Canton Pallas,
Patriarchs Militant, were guests over
Sunday of Orrin J. Dickey at Temple
Mr. and Mrs. Nahum M.
Nickerson an. Heights. They were given
the freedom
nounce the engagement of
their daugh- of their host’s line
cottages all in the
ter Margaret L, to Malcolm G.
of perfection and beautifully located
Staples
pink
of Reading, Mass.

The News ot Belfast
ADVERTISEMENTS

!

i Maine.

advertise chiropractic
:

■ver.

,nial Theatre
r the week.

publishes picture

porting Co. offer 20-oz. to the
flee Friday and Saturday.
Hills offer a special sale of.Jer■:i m for three days.
;
f wrenches lost.
orrison gives notice of daily
ups from Waterville to’Beli

advertises

Sample Shop

and summer dresses ’this

nshing Co. advertises couch
1 chairs for porch use.

n

f handkerchief lost,
iieth Beal and relatives
if thanks.

jbub-

Hotel wants kitchen girl.

sor

the

Trust Co. adver'ises
jblic institution.
Shoe Store offers

a

ten per

for ten days,
of the Fire Departn/ient
ution in regard to fires,

um

ite

j
announcement

nald makes
.filing of antique parlors,
gers has Rhode Island

Red

Store offers some more
rd at >4.95, also advertise
siery.

.ore

Huberts house

on

Hay view

Lie Silver place in Prospect
for traffic

ance

i

Carle

regulations

in

advertises bargain

Market offer Friday and Saturof bacon and other articles,
conk has old lumber for sale.
Co. offer fei tore
and
(ther
Kuppenheimer
Clark &

;i

quotes

new

prices

-'ord

on

Gannon Co. makes announcerage battery service at Nor■

uis publishes adv.
( clothing.

on

prices

__

the side hill of this attractive part of
Broiled and boi ed lobsters
with a delicious fish chowder added to
the pleasure of all.
on

i

Maine Power Co. offer their
slock, an investment for the
Sturm

i

A mortgage deed from the American
Agricultural Chemical Co. and the Union
fertilizer Co. issued to Old Colony Trust

The store

StW

A?
;s,earsmont,
Waldo

-Jrd.

Yoiirs truly.

BERT 'L.

[

June 22nd, and the
District in Frankfort, June
Rev. E. H. Brewster, State secretary, and Mr. Winslade, child supt., will
be present at both
meetings.

will be better satisI' ITS UP TO YOU.

our customers

come

The many friends of Mrs. Charles E. !
HARRY M. PRENTISS.
who has been confined to her
street
since
home on Franklin
March,
The death of Harry Mellen Prentiss,
will be pleased to learn that she is gain- which occurred at
5 a. m. Tuesday at his
out
to
able
go
and
is
now
daily.
ing
home on Court street, has caused general
and regret.
He was one of God’s
Miss Nellie Ramsdell, a toll operator grief
noble men, honorable, charitable, kind,
of the local telephone exchange, returned Friday to her home at the A. E. Dutch always “Harry” to old and young whom
he would greet with a smile and helpful
residence, after an operation for appen- word.
He loved Belfast and its people.
dicitis at the Tapley Hospital.
While on the way here by auto Memorial
The two Oldtown Indians on their his- Day with his brot ier, at whose home in
toric trip to Plymouth, Mass., were in Brewer he was taken ill, he said, as they
Belfast early Tuesday evening
lhey came in sight of the city, “The land of
planned to spend the night at Lincoln- rest.” He had failed gradually for some
ville Beach.
They were in their most time, but was ill at the last with pneupicturesque native costumes with war monia, which caused his death. Mr. Prenfeathers, etc., but were very gentleman- tiss was born in Foxcroft 53 years ago,
ly. Their canoe was a handsome one and the son of Mellen G. and Rebecca L.
they made a pretty picture on the still (Merrill) Prentiss. After attending the
Brewer schools, where his childhood and
I wateis of the bay.
early manhood were spent, he went to
Don Robbins celebrated his 61st birth- the University of Maine. He was a memI day Monday, June 6th, and is proud of ber of Alpha Delta Phi and also of the U.
; his physical fitness for messenger work of M. Alumni Association of Waldo coun! among his friends and ticket taking at ty.
For the past 30 years he had made
1
the Colonial Theatre. Don is one of the ins home in Belfast, coming here as the
and
most
happy people in town R. R. postal clerk on the Belfast-Burn|
popular
! and clings first, last and always to his ham Branch.
When a war measure dispal, City Marshal M. R. Knowlton. continued this work he went on the
From early morning until late at night Vanceboro .run and was there when
Don was kept busy acknowledging con- obliged to give up.
A petition had been
gratulations.
ciiculated to have the run here re-established and tile day Mr. Prentiss died word
A Fourth of July Celebration.
was received that the petition had been
The directors of the New Belfast f air
will have a regular Fourth of July pro- granted and the run would be opened
June 27th.
Mr. Prentiss was married
gram at the fair grounds in connection
Oct. 15, 1895, to Miss Sara Withington
with the best of races, the entries to
Francis
of
this city, who survives him.
I close June 27th. The band will be pres- His
father, Mr. Mellen G. Prentiss, his
ent.
Harry A. Foster and N. S. DonaCharles
F. Prentiss, and his sishue will have charge of the athletics; brother,
ter Mildred, wife of Harold W. Wright
there will be a farmers’ race, and man,
of Bangor, also survive.
His mother
other attractions to interest all ages.
Buring the
The directors will begin in a few days a died about three years ago.
sale of stock to place the grounds in ex- thirty years Mr. Prentiss had lived in
cellent condition and if anyone wants to Belfast he was most loyally devoted to
the North Congregationalist church and
help this home corporation they can call
all its allied societies, having served as
on M
S. Jellison, F. S Jackson, F, D.
deacon
and in many other official capaJones, W. H. Bray, H. 8. McReen, R. B.
cities.
The home, the church and the
Dyer or H. C. Buzzell or they will call on
have
met an irreparable loss. The
city
See their interesting races:
you.
funeral will take place at his late home
2:16 Pace, 2:13 Trot, Purse, $200 00.
Friday at 10 30 a. m., with his pastor,
2:20 Pace, 2:17 Trot, Purse, $200.00.
Rev. Alfred C. Elliott, officiating. The
2:26 Pace, 2:23 Trot, Purse, $200 00.
Farmers’ Race (mixed) horses with no remains will be taken to Abington, Mass.,
on
the noon train for interment in the
recor.ds, 1-2 mi.. Purse, -$o0.00
-$10.00 in Francis lot.
Potty Running Race, 1-2

Rhoades,

i

j\liss

iient is announced of
kins of this city and lienj.

Inglewood, Calif., formerly j
is understood that the

It
be in the near future and
II make their home in Ingle-

nt.

Thornton, Esq, of the lirm of
Buzzell & Thornton, was elected
treasurer o
the New Belfast Fair at a
cirectors’
meeting held June 6th.

RlL

Northport.

There was a good attendance at the B.
H. S. Sophomore prize speaking contest
in the Armory last Thursday evening.
The entire program was remarkably well
rendered, but the judges—Zenas D. Hartshorn, Florence E. Dunton and Anne M.
Kitiredge—made the following selections
for the cash prizes given by the Cir.y
National Bank: Louise Newell and Wesley Patterson, first; Gretcaeu Fletcher
and Marion Rhoades, second; Pauline
Stackpole and David Moody, third.

Orrin J Dickey has rented his
cottage
at Temple Heights, “The
Birches,” to
A' F’ Schmidt°f
Brooklyn.
Mr'v’i.,n'rforMru
N.
the season.
This is their second season here.
Mrs Morris W. Diesher of
Reading
la., has sent a handsome gold wrist

watch to the fair committee for
the benelit of the Waldo County
General Hospital which will be sold at the fair to be
held August 27th.
The remains of Ernest
Ryan, private
in the 305th
Artillery, arrived in Belfast
Monday and were taken to South Montvi ie
Tuesday from the Coombs undertaking parlors. They were shipped here
from trance and the casket
was covered
with a large American

flag.

Rev. Arthur E Wilson gave one of his
lectures on birds, their calls and
songs at
the Unitarian church last.
ternoon before the city schools.
There
was a large attendance
and all speak in
the highest terms of Mr. Wilson
and his
address.
1 he small boys are
frequently
heard practicing the lessons
they received.

Wednesday’af-

The Governor and Council have
authorized the Highway Commission to
award the .ollowing highway contracts
for roads in Waldo County:
Belfast—
54 miles—Amos D. Bridge’s
Sons, Inc.,
Uazardville, Conn $110,550 74. Stockton Springs—3.23 nnles—Tile
Arbor,o

A Double

Tragedy

oernice Wiiiard, the little daughter cl
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Hopkins, observed |
At Sandypoint, When Two Belfast Young
her 5th birthday at their home on Court
j
Men Were Electrocuted.
street last Saturday afternoon.
There
were eight guests
with several grown
A most appalling accident occurred last
ups and a few babies,
the afternoon j Thursday afternoon at
Sandypo.nt when
was spent with games and later al! were
two young men, Donald 11. Rogers and
invited to the dining room, which was Howard Robert
Wilson, both of Belfast,
decorated with the color scheme of pink were instantly killed
by coming in conand white. The table was centered with a tact with a
high tension electric wire.
dainty birthday cake with its five pink They were linemen for the Central Maine
candles, the favors were small baskets Tower Company and were at work rei tied with pink ribbon and filled with pink pairing a private telephone line for the
and white mints. Sponge drops, animal company on their
regular power poles
crackers and ice cream were served by j which run lrom the power station at Ea. t
Mrs. Hopkins, assisted by Mrs. James OrianJ to Belfast.
Wilson, with a coil ol
Farnham. The little hostess was de- | telephone wire, had climbed a
power pole
ighted with the gifts of her little guests j near the residence of Fred F. Black on

]

/-fasi&rc/

THERE’S
I ime to

wink

as

1

see,” said Benj.
mklin many years
ago. We do a lot of
'eeing in these shortrted times—and its
■Wil that Holeproof
'hove

fitting Hosiery

;|

j

worn.

Famous for

their

Papeliness and lusr<ms beauty, and will
easily outwear two
pairs of the ordinary

hosiery.

i
Ask to see number!
A80, with or without
II
am, genuine silk with;
;

\

ibbed tops, at $1.65.

A Midsmmer Eve, a fairy play, given by j
the McLellan school at the Colonial Satj
urday afternoon, was well attended
and was also a financial success, netting
The chorus
the school treasury $55.88
work was excellent, showing painstaking drill work of teachers with care and
attention by the pupils who were sweet
and dainty in the paper costumes. The
Princess forget-me-not, little Lillian Orchard, in her night dress, was the oniy
soloist jnd she was as pretty as a picture.
The teachers wish to especially
thank Mrs. Bessie MdK.ee»i, who acted as
Weather permitting, the
their pianist.
play will be repeated on their school
grounds Friday afternoon without admission. This is really one of the best things
ever presented by the schools and all parents and friends are urged to attend.

mnnmimuumt

Manager Clifford of the Colonial Theatre, in appreciation of the excellent support accorded him on Anniversary >Veek,

has booked a fine line of attractions for
the week of June 20th, which is to be
known as “Gratitude Week;” the features booked are all Paramount producHere is also a chance to help
tions.
the
Ding win the prize of $75 offered by
Famous Players F’lm Corp., to the manarelative gain
ger who makes the highest
of
for the week. The program consists
rethe very highest of the Paramount
Dalton in
leases, which includes Dorothy
The Romantic Adventuress, George Melfords production of Behold My Wife, feaand Elliot
turing Mabel Julienne Scott
all star cast.
Dexter, supported by an
Washburn in Burglar Proof, Wal-

Bryant

lace Reid in Tbe Charm School, Dorothy
week on
Gish in Flying Pat. Closing the
Arbuckle
Saturday with Roscoe (Fatty)
this
in “Brewster’s Millions.” During

week, which includes several
ials, there will be

no

advance

super spec
in

prices.

struction

days if you will give
downright good values.

them

long experience
^e^er
J,n ah
the Shoe business have
our

in

enced

we

such

quick,

a

sponse as we have in
Men s Shoes at Four

experi-

generous

re-

selling
Ninety-Five.

these

Of dark Mahogany
leather, Goodyear
Welt, with genuine oak soles, Goodnch rubber
heels; all sizes and widths,
to D and one price, FOUR NINE-

£1 i-FIVE.

TO PLEASE

ONE WOMAN
ON

i

j

well

We have proved
conclusively that
people will buy even in these recon-

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Crane and the
latter’s daughter, Miss Isabel Britton of
Burlington, Vt., left for their home Sunday after a few days’ visit with Dr. and
Mrs. Harry L. Kilgore. 7 hey were accompanied by Mrs Crane’s parents, Dr.
and Mrs. George E. Morgan, who will be
her guests for several weeks.

:

Shipyard avenue when he came in conWord has been received of the marriage j
tact with a 19,890 vo t current, which
of Miss Marian MacMullin, daughter of I
was communicated over
the telephone
! tiie late Robert Burns MacMullin and
wire io Rogers on the next pole.
B-jt.i
! M. Belle MacMullin, to Mr. Henry Cam- were
held to the poles by their safety
! eron Eldert of New York. It was solemnbolts.
Dr.
D.
Eugene
and
Dr.
lapley
Company, 558 New Park avenue, Hart- ized in St. Stephens Episcopal church, j
Harry L. Kilgore were sent over from
ford, Coon., $59,811.69,
New York City, 09th and Broadway, at
Belfast on the receipt of the news, nut
5 m the afternoon, May 2 '.
Miss Mac- found
Mrs. Mary Phillips,
that death had been instantaneous
housekeeper at Mullin walked
with
hei
i
Robert
brother,
Navajo Camp for Boys, couducted at
111 both cases, out worked over them one
Northport by Orrin J. Dickey of this Burns MacMullin of Buffalo, N. Y., who ; and one naif hours oeiore giving them
city, has arrived tor her second season. gave her in marriage. Miss MacMullin up.
The camps do not officially open until was attended by her cousin, Miss Dorothy
DONALD B. ROGERS
the 25tli of June, but a number of boys Stupham of New York, and younger
Frances
Treadwell
MacMullin.
will arrive before that date. G. Rodman sister,
Donald B. was the only child of Byron
Bouck of Yale University will return Mr. Eldert was attended by his cousin, M. and Annie A. (Brier> Rogers and was
Linton.
Mr.
E.
J.
and
Mr.
Boyd
George
born in East Belfast, Oct 28, 1895.
again this season as the camp director in
He
Mr. Frederick Grail' acted as ushers. Mr
his second year.
was popular with old and young, highly
and Mrs. Eldert will spend their honey- esteemed
by all and one of the company’s
About 75 members of Casco Encamp- moon in Europe.
They sailed on Satui- most efficient and trusty workmen. Bement were guests over friday night of day, the 28th, on the Celtic, White Star
sides his parents, ins wife, formerly Miss
Belfast Odd Fellows while on their way line, and will visit England France, Bel
Dorothy Bickford of Camden and their
to spend Sunday with Mount Desert Engium, Holland and Switzerland. A re- Ihree-year-old son, Donald B. Jr., surcampment at Bar Harbor. The trip was ception was given at Hotel Majestic.
vive.
The bereaved have tne deepest
made by auto. At 5 p. m. there was a
of the community.
A Charming Social Function. Mrs. sympathy
formal street parade led by the BrunsThe funeral was held Sunday at his
wick Band.
A banquet was served at 6 Joseph W. Blaisdell entertained about late
home with Rev. William Vaughan
fifty members of the Unitarian Alliance
p m in Odd fellows hall, followed by an
officiating. The floral tributes were beauentertainment by the visiting members. at her beautiful home, Georgian Hal), on tiful. The bearers were Russell
Carter,
A meeting with degree work closed the High street, last Thursday afternoon in
Cecil Getchell, Simon Waning, Elmer
honor of Mrs. Arthur E. Wilson, who
program.
and
I.
Roscoe
will leave in September for Dorchester, Mason, Harry McTaggart
Hammons, employes of the company,
The Belfast Teachers Club held a specMass., where Mr. Wilson has accepted a whose
plant was closed for the hour.
ial session at the Peirce school Monday call to the Third Religious Society (Unievening as guests of the teachers of that tarian*. While the guests were most corHOWARD ROBERT WILSON
school. The occasion was the presenta- dially welcomed by Mrs.
Blaisdell, Mrs.
tion to the school of a new piano, earned Wilson and Mrs. James C. Durham, presiHoward Robert Wilson was the son of
with the proceeds of the pupils’ enter- dent of the Alliance, the remainder of the
Martin and Blanche M. Wilson and was
tainments, etc. A legal deed giving tj>e program was strictly informal as the born in Morgan, Vt., March 9, 1883.
piano to the school was presented by Mrs. beautiful new home w*as very graciously He came to Belfast about live years
Charles A. Townsend, principal, and was thrown open and placed at the disposal
ago and for four years had been employed
accepted by Supt. E. E. Roderick. The of the guests. The reception, music, liv- ! as lineman by the Central Maine Power
lower hall, where the piano was placed, ing and dining rooms were decorated with I
Co. He enlisted July 30, 1918, in the
was decorated with flags and red, white
vases and jardinieres of cut flowrers and
! Chemical Warfare service and was cor
and blue bunting.
Submaster Harold S. the billiard room with fir branches and i
poral of Company C of the regular army,
Webb played several solos on the new sprays of pussy willows. The hostess
being stationed at Syracuse, N. Y., and
piano. Refreshments were served by tile was assisted >n serving a most delicious at Lake Hurst, N. J. He received his
Peirce school teachers.
The Teachers’ four course luncheon to the guests gath- | honorable discharge June 14, 1919, and
;
Club had a picnic supper and meeting at ered in groups about the house and also his official
papers records his character
the McLellan school grounds last Thurs- on the porch, by Mrs. Sumner C. Pattee, as excellent. He was a general favorite
day evening.
Mrs. Allan M. Howes, Mrs. Dana B. witii
all, particularly with his fellow
Miss Belle Keating, Misses workmen. He was engaged to Miss Ethel
John Cochran Chapter, D. A. R. held Southworth,
Audrey and Julia Chalmers. Immediately | Sellers of this city and their marnaue
their annual field day meeting at the
following the luncheon all gathered ia the i was to have taken place in September.
home of Mrs. Julia G. Ferguson last
living room, where Mrs. Durham in behalf His mother, now residing in Barton, Vt.,
At the business
Monday afternoon.
of the Alliance presented Mrs. Wilson survives him. The funeral was held at
meeting the following committees were with a gift of $75 in gold as a token of
Rose York, Main
appointed for the year: Historic spots, love and esteem. Mrs. Wilson's apt re- j the residence of Mrs.
! street, where he boarded, at 11a. m.,
Ella R. Mowrey, Viola Mayo, Annie M
sponse was characteristic of her gracious- Saturday,
E.
Wilson of
Arthur
Rev.
Frost; year book, Emeroy Ginn, Leverne ness and moved her hearers alternately !
His remains were taken to
Whitten, Lillian M. Pattee; patriotic to smiles and tears. The keynote was I ficiating.
on the noon train, acSavery, Winnie one of sadness that the pleasant ties of West Charleston
education, Etta P.
his uncle, H. S. Church of
Holmes, Evelyn C. Frost, Katherine K. the past, six years were so soon to be I compauied by
West Charleston, who was called here by
Doak; membership, Etta G. Sitmnons, severed. The thoughtfulness of her hos- j the accident.
Bertha Whitten, Clara H. Seekins; con- tess and the
and
substantial
kindly
partPrank D. Hazeltine Post, American
Isabel
Ginn, Millie M. ing gift of the Alliance would always be
servation,
of Honor, of which he was a
Mitchell; revolutionary relics, Amy E. pleasant memories. Ad were later given Legion draped
his casket and also furStoddard, Florence H. Slugg, Julia G. an opportunity to look over the entire member,
nished flowers. The bearers were Messrs.
was
served
A
Ferguson.
picnic supper
house, one of the most artistic in the Simon Waning, Cecil Getchell, Albert H.
at 6 o’clock to 12 membtrs and two
State.
Morse and Ross I. Hammons.
a
social
followed
eveuing.
by
guests,

Strap Oxfords $4.95

Yes! Everybody
Is Buying Them

mi,

prizes.

Spring Street

This week I have TWELVE HORSES to
Won’t go 1
sell. Good ones, acclimated.
sick and as the season is getting on I will I
sell them worth the money.

—VViJIys

A grocery wagon. Good strong one, i
Single horse truck wagon at a
cheap.
bargain. You will buy when you see it I
and learn how low the price is.

j

Another good useful second hand Ford
at a price you can’t resist.

car

Firsts.
Six thousand mile j
Ford tires.
kind. Price lower than anybody else will
sell them.
Tubes also at record breaking cheapCome and see them and SAVE
MONEY

j

few good trades left in

j

ness.

Still have
harnesses.

a

Square

On

Deal Stables

Spiing Steel

Knight

Are Hood for

You do not have to be of a mechanical turn
of mind to appreciate that a motor with sliding
telescopic sleeves will last longer than a motor
whose chief parts are in continuous concussion.
The sliding Sleeves of the Willys-Knight
Sleeve-Valve Motor instead of wearing out—wear
in with use,

producing a condition of ascending
to
50,000 miles or more. This means
efficiency up
more power and less upkeep, instead of the usual
experience—more upkeep and less power. ‘"Ride
in a Knight this weeK.”

HARRY E. WALKER
^DISTRIBUTOR

FOR WALDO COUNTY

ANNOUNCEMENT
36 Hours

on

Kodak Finishing
Mail orders promptly filled.

M. A. COOK’S
STUDIO
Hall’s Studio,

Belfast,

1 wish to inform my many patrons and
the public generally that the annual opening of my antique parlors will be Tuesday, June 14th, from 1 to 5 p. m. I have
many antiques of the better class, which
have been secured the past winter. You
are

Maine.

Shingles
—

Make Your Lawn or Porch Attractive and the Outdoors Will Have an Pven Stronger Lure.

Our New Couch

Second Clear Shingles at
per
thousand

Hammocks

The Last Word in Luxurious Comfort
Some

made with adjustable headrests for reading purposes, others with upholstered reclining backs and all are
equipped with iron framed national spring and chain strung,
are

One style is offered with spring, mattress
(£11 7C
and wind shield at.1 1. # 3

Why

pay more for

of poorer

shingles

quality.

Cooper&Co.

invited to

our

opening.
h. r. McDonald,

Home

Furnishing Co.,

COMPLETE FURNISHERS OF HOMES.

For Sale

or

Rent

A small furnished bungalow cottage
with garage and land for garden, two
miles from city and one mile from Northport Campground at Birch Crest, Northport. Will rent for the season or will
sell at a bargain. Also storage room to
rent. Apply at

DICKEY-KNOWLTON
Real Estate office.

Avenue.

we have a mm mm
JUST LOOK IT OVER.

Mrs. L. P. CARLE,

Gratitude Week
Colonial Theatre
WEEK OF

experienced

Styles of Maple and Cane Chairs and Rockers for Porch or
Cottage,

Northport

NONCE!

TAKE

JUNE^20

on

sacques

and

21 Main Street

For Sale
Fitted dry hard wood at $13 per
cord delivered. Apply to
HENRY W. COLLINS,
8 Congress Street.
Or telephone 137 13

CROCHETERS

STANDS AND AWNINGS EXTRA
Several

y^y

Many Years

45

ENJOY THE LONG, LOVELY
SUMMER HOURS TO THE UTMOST

Sedan

Willys-Knight Motors

j

A modern Overland, five passenger, in j
excellent condition. Runs like new, fifty :
percent less than cost. Come and see it. !

j

Holenradf

Men’s Ball

bootees.

Steady work, good prices, nice yarns to
work with. Send sample of stitches.
IRVING WERTHEIM & CO.,
104 Fifth Ave., New Yoik City.
2w23*

LOST
Last 'Sunday after the Baccaleaurate
sermon, a line linen handkerchief with
Mexican work. It was a graduation ^ift
The finder
to one of the young ladies.
will please return it to the Journal office.

lw23

WANTED
A Woman for Kite

en

Help.

Good wages paid. At Temple Heights

Inn, Northport, Maine.
_F. R, BOWDEN, Prop’r.

LOST
Between Vine ^Street and down town, a
large monkey wrench and Stillson wrench.
Finder please leave at Harding & RacklifTe’s and receive a reward.
Iw23*

|5

How to Succeed—How to Get
Ahead—How to Make Good

5

|

|E

THE GIRL ON THE JOB

B

|

By JESSIE ROBERTS

EAST SEARSMONT
The farmers
their crops.

That Camel blend of choice Turkish and Domestic
tobaccos hits just the right spot. It gives Camels such
mellow mildness and fragrance!
The first time I smoked Camels I knew they were
made for me. I knew they were the smoothest, finest
cigarette in the world, at any price.

Nobody

can

tell

me

fHE ROMANCE OF WORDS
"TRAGEDY.”

anything different.

of the fact that
the word “tragedy” is a
compound of two Greek words
meaning “goat” and “song,” and
that a literal translation of the
original term would be “a song
of the goat.” throws hut little
light upon the modern use of

Discovery

ft. J. REYNOLDS Tobacco Co.
Winston-Salem, NIC.

the word, until one examines
the custom in vogue in ancient
Greece, particularly in connecof
tion with the production

i

tragedies.
Here, though, we find that the
goat played a central role in
these entertainments. Not only

-1-

CORNER^

WHITE’S

Mrs. Julia White

recently to remain

Transfers in Real Estate

Winterporti

cameifrom

THE RIGHT THING

the village

few .days.

a

failiily

THE RIGHT TIME

Bangor
callers at C. W. Nealey’s recently, j
Nealey and

C.

R.
were

of

By MARY MARSHALL DUFFEE
———1—~——___J

Charles Herrick and family of Swanville were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
L. A. White.

BREAKFAST

t

in most homes is a
gloomy meal, and yet unless some
fearful disaster impends or has already fallen, cheerful countenance and
pleasant good mornings are far more
natural than the blues.
So the mistress of the house must
frown down bad morning manners,
just as she must insist upon the polite
“Excuse me” when anybody wishes to
leave the table before the meal is
over.
She must see that the maid
wears a clean apron while serving
and that she goes about her duties
quietly, and al! this must be done beforehand, as it is not in the politenesses to correct the servant at table.
Reading the newspapers at breakfast
time is a distinct breach of manners,
although the break is allowed in many
homes.
“If you please,” and “no, I
thank you,” are phrases polite persons
accord any member of the family
when asked to have something or
other, and the same civility is required when dealing with a servant.
At breakfast and luncheon a large
tray is generally set for the mistress of the house, from which she
serves t lie tea and coffee.
Fruit is
served before the meat, and in order
that the napkins may not be ruined
with the stains linger bowls are then
obligatory. Boiled eggs are served in
egg cups and not in a glass as in the
old messy manner, and it is proper to
eat them directly from the shell.
As
every housewife knows eggs have a
way of discoloring silver spoons and
there is no reason why they should
not be eaten
with the small bone
spoons that come especially for that

BREAKFAST

short rides on fine days.
Ames and family, accompanied
by Miss Elizabeth Wellman, visited A. R.
Wellman and family recently.
C.

Eugene Buzzell, Jr., of Revere, Mass.,
spent a few days recently with his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. J. D. f oss.
Mr. and Mrs.

Raymond York

and little

of WindsorviUe, were recent guests
of Mr. and Mrs. W. N. York in Monroe.

son

|

Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Larby, Byron Larby
and their guests, Mr. and Mrs. Sylvanus
Ward of Bangor, motored to Belfast May
24th.
Miss Agnes Towers, teacher of the
Martin school, spent the week-end and
over the holiday at her home in Frankfori.
R. L. Clements has returned to his
home in the village after several weeks’
stay at the home of his son, F. P. Clements.

Mrs. Edna Harquail, who is connected
with the faculty of the E. S. N. S., Castine, was at her home here for the weekend and

holiday.
has

of Monroe

Master Alstou Nealey

been spending a few days with his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Nealey, dur-

ing the absence of his mother.
Kenneth

Jewett,

a

student at tlampden

academy, accompanied by

Mrs. Kate Lowe

Hampden and Mrs. Vera Mosher of
Boston, Mass called on his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. C. B. Jewett, recently.
of

purpose.
It is now taken for granted that
the persons gathered around the breakfast table have none too much time
to spend; therefore more leniency is
permitted in manners perhaps than
at dinner which is the leisurely meal!
of the day. For instance, if one
per-1
son does not care for fruit, it is not!
discourteous for him to proceed
cereal or eggs or whatever his
fast consists of.
Moreover there is

C. B. Jewett has returned to his farm
after spending the winter in the garage
business in Hampden.
fined to his home with

He has been
a

severe

con-

attack of

bronchitis since his return.
and Mrs

Mr.

Charles

Ball and little

on

his farm,

pend the

summer

as

to!
break-j

the family plans to

months here.

The Misses Erma White and Mildred
were among those selected from

Conant

Winterport High school to sing in the
chorus at the sixth annual festival of the
High schools of Knox and Waldo counties, which was held in Camden Friday
evening, May 27th.
Hon. C. M. Conant, Mrs.

CASTOR !A
For Infants and Children

In Use For Over 30 Years

MAID

!

WANTED
AT THE

Waldo

County Hospital

Carl H.

Scribner, Bangor, to Wm.
Ambler, Boston; land and buildings

N.
in

Fred

Gray,

G.

Belfast,

to

MEBBY
“Papa, won’t you buy mo that
foreign nobleman?"
“Wouldn’t it be cheaper to lease {
hirn for a term of years?”

Children

Cry

FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTO R I A

posed

as

William

Dysart, Pittsfield, to Herbert
North Anson; land and buildings in Montville.
Addle F. Smith, Hampden, to Minnie
D. Smith, Hewlet, N. Y.; land in Winter-

Daggett, Pittsfield, to Mary
Daggett, Thorndike; land and build-

Aaron J.
E.

buildings

port.

Lenora J. Plummer, Monroe, to Daniel
Dickey, do.; land and buildings in
[ Monroe.
Effie Ella Pattershall, Eelfast, to Mai
helle A. Wood, do.; land and buildings in
Belfast.
W.

Ccady, Orono,

to Arthur Rich-

ardson, Clinton; land in Burnham.
Etta E. Cram et a)., Montville, to Sherman

M.

ville.

Cram, etal., do.;

Deficient Vitality

a

land in Mont-

Great Misfortune.

Persons that can rarely or never say
that they feel full of life, are really
among the most unfortunate. They do
not live, bit merely exist; for to live implies more than to be. To live is to be
well and strong—to arise feeling equal to
the ordinary duties of the day, and toretire not overcome by them—to feel life
bounding in the veins.

people,

NONSENSE.

next fifty years. The government of
either nation that would propose such a
plan for arbitrating differences would
simply be mobbed and cast out of power.
England knows too much to sacrifice her
best colonial possession by going to war
with the United States and the United
States knows to much to take up arms
against a power like England. It would
be suicide for both countries and they
are thoroughly aware of the fact.
Publications like “The Nation" would do
well to put mufflers on and try to look
tranquil. There isn’t going to be any
war

Hartlcrd, Conn.,
on

their farm.

Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Strout of Hartford, Conn arrived May 26th and are
with his brother, Winfield C.
They intend to do farming together.

May 22nd will long be remembered in
this section by the cyclone or rather two
of them which gave us a call.
We are
glad

to say no

but

some

seriouB damage was done,
blown down, roofing

her

Mrs. Hattie

Cram is quite 6ick with

a

cold.

severe

Mrs. A. B. Gordon is very low at this
writing, with no hopes of her recovery.
Nellie Hannan is home from
w'here she spent the winter with
her niece.
Mrs.

Mass.,

The W. C. T. U. held their annua
business meeting and election of ofiicers
with Mrs. Hizel G. Adtms, May 26.

milk

bled at their farm home bearing gifts of
gold and other tokens of esteem, to oiler
felicitations on an event sufficiently rare
as to never become commonplace.
A delicious luncheon was served to the assembled guests and the social hour was most
enjoyable. Mrs. Henry S. Moulton, who
was present at the wedding 50 years
ago,
was a
special guest from Stockton village. It was on May 30, 1871, that Orren
B. Gray, a na'iveof Penobscot, was married to Miss Henrietta Giiman of Stockton village by the Rev. Wellington Sis
son of the Universalist
church.
Miss
Gilman, although born in Jackson passed
her girlhood in the house on Cross street,
now
owned by Mrs. Almeda Rendell,
then the home of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles H. Gilman. The couple
have two sous, Everett of Winterport
and Charles H., who lives with his parents and is prominent in the affairs of
his town. Three sons died in infancy.
Hosts of fr ends congratulate this couple
on a life of real success.

Piles

or

Hemorrhoids,

rce

Humphreys* Hniupo. Medicine Company

I.'iO William Street, New York.

SICK STOCK
BOOK

on

treatment of Horses, Cows,
sent

VetN. Y

with England.—Fort Wayne News.

the

coinin’,

STATE OF MAINE
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THE CHEERFUL CHERUB
Tkere is
little
I

•&.

mm

certain

|

ster

worskip witk

e.

love

devout.
No matter
ot\

It

up

never

vke.t goes
tkere
lets

To the Honorable Justices of the Supreme
Judicial Court, next to be holden at Belfast,
within and for the County of Waldo, on the
fourth Tuesday of September, in the year
of our Lord one^thousand nine hundred and

twenty-one:
C. FLANDERS of Belfast, in the
County of Waldo and State of Maine,
respectfully libels and gives this Honorable
Court to be informed: that he was lawfully
married to Viola E Flanders of Belfast aforesaid, at said Belfast, on the third day of May,
A. D. 1917; that they cohabited in this State
after their said marriage; that since said mar
riage your libelant has conducted himself to
wards the said Viola E. Flanders as a faithful
and affectionate husband; yet the said Viola
E. Flanders, wholly regardless of her marriage
convenant and duty, on the first day of May, A.
D. 1920, at Belfast aforesaid, and on divers
other days and times since their intermarriage
has committed the crime of adultery with one
Melvin Dyer.
Libelant avers that the residence of said
libelee is not known to him and cannot be ascertained by reasonable diligence.
Wherefore, your libelant prays that he may
be decreed a divorce from the bonds of matrimony now existing between him and the said
Viola E. Flanders,
Dated at Belfast, this twentieth day of
April, A. D. 1921.

ARTHUR

ARTHUR C. FLANDERS.

Fuse

its

blow

out.
WVC<*"!

more

BOUGHT ANY STOCK

than interested in

Personally appeared the above named Arthur C. Flanders and made oath that the allegations .contained in the above libel by him
signed are true, before me, this twentieth day
of April. A. D. 1921.
H. C. BUZZELL,
Justice of the Peace.

Waldo ss.

ROUP
For Spasmodic Croup rub
Vicks over the throat and
chest until the difficult

breathing

is relieved—
then cover with a warm
flannel cloth.

VICKS
w

VapoRub

Over ! 7 Million Jan Uted Yearly

[Supreme Judicial Court in Vacation.
Belfast, April 28tb, A. D. 1921.
Upon the annexed Libel, it is ordered by
the
undersigned, a Justice of said Court,
me,
that notice be given to the Libelee by publishing an attested copy of the same, or an
abstract thereof, together with this order
thereon, three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, a newspaper printed in Belfast.in the County of Waldo,the last publication
to be sixty days at least before the next term
said Court, to be holden at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the fourth Tuesday of
September next, that she may then and there
appear in said Court and answer thereto, if
she see fit.
CHARLES J. DUNN,
Justice Supreme Jt dicial Court.
A 'true copy of Libel, and Order of notice
3w22
thereon.
Attest: JAMES H. CILLEY, Clerk.
of

offer.
uni;-'

on

■

We are offering for two weeks only a complete book
covering all points
with the purchase of stocks or bonds written
by men who have had many
perience in the securities business.

a

We also include in this offer a marnet report on all unlisted stocks
and i.
allow two reports on this contract.
The above mentioned

book

may

save

you

many times its cost fur t

reasons:

1st.
It explains promotions in plain English so that any man, woman
understand thoroughly the operations of the 20th century promoter
2nd.

It explains how to detect frauds in stocks and thereby protect >

3rd. It will enable you to talk
which may be a good one.

intelligently

to any

one

offering

you

at

Our book is not offered to the public with the idea of hampering ;
enterprise but simply to aid the general public in determining wh ;
event of their being offered stock or if they have already purchased sun:
W here to Sell.
We are not connected with any brokerage houses and when offering a n
list all brokers making a bid on the specified stock with their relative ,!
The above book and report service sells for $1.00 and we do not hes.
that you will find both to be worth many times the price asked.

SECURI1TES SERVICE COM!
Bldg., St. Louis, \!

1101 Chemical

Probate Notices

MAINE.
June 2, 1921.
Taken this second day of June A I). 1921, on
execution dated May 9. 1921, issued on a judgment rendered by the Supreme Judicial Court
for the County of V\ aldo at the term thereof
begun and held on the third Tuesday of April
A. L). 1921. to wit, on thejtwenty-eighth day of
April, A. D. 1921, in favor of Swan-Whitten
Company, a corporation duly organized and
existing and having its principal place of busi
ness at Bellast, in the County of Waldo and
State of Maine, against Herbert R. Knight of
Beltast, in the County of Waldo and State of
Maine, for fifteen hundred forty seven and
4 100 dollars, debt or damage, and fourteen
OF

ss

i

|

At a Probate Court held at Be.L.for the County of Waldo, or.
May, A. D. 1921.
El za C. Hahn of Lincoln'
Augustine K. Hahn, late of
County of Waldo, dccas.

said

sente-'

a

petition praying

in

may be made to her out of r;
tate of said deceased.
:
Ordered, That the said petit 1
; to* all persons interested by c.i
this order to be publish.d t
cessively in The Repub'ican
| paper published at Belfast, th
pear at a Probate Court, to be n
within and for said County,
of June, A. 1), 1921, at ten
and 71 100 dollars, c^sts of suit, and will be
fore noon, and show cause,
sold at public auction at the office of Dunton
why the prayer of said peti
& Morse, in Belfast, in said County of Waldo, be
granted.
to the highest bidder, on the eighth day oi
ELLERY ROW
July, A. D. 1921, at ten o'clock in the foreA true copy.
Attest*
noon, the following described real estate situChas. E. John
Searsmont, in said
of
ated

County

|

Waldo,

and all the right, title and interest which the
said Herbert R. Knight has in and to the same,
to wit:—A certain lot or parcel of land, situ
ated in said Searsmont, on the northerly side
of the road leading from the homestead of
Timothy Knight late of said Searsmont. deceased, over the Muzzy Ridge, so-called, to
Belfast, known as the Muzzy Ridge road,beginning at line of land formerly owned by Robert
Dickey; thence southwesterly on sain Muzzy
Ridge road to line of said Timothy Knight’s
homestead; thence southwesterly on line
of said Timothy Knight homestead to land
formerly owned by Rufus Gilmore and by him
convened to William Mason and others; thence
northeasterly on said Gilmore land to line of
land formerly of said Robert Dickey; thencr
southeasterly on line of said Dickey land
the point of beginning, containing thirty five
acres, more or less, and being the same real
estate conveyed by Benjamin D. \\ hite t
Josephine A. Ki tight, now deceased, in 187',
by deed recorded in Book 173, Page 169. oi
Waldo Registry of Deeds, and by her devis
to said Herbert R. Knight under will, an ah
stract of which is recorded in Book 324, Pag
306 of said Waldo Registry of Deeds.
A true copy. Attest:
FRANK A. LITTLEFIELD,
3w23
Sheriff of Waldo County.

ADMINISTRATORS M
hereby gives notice
duly appointed admi nistrai
EDWARD F. BRIDGES, la.
in the County of Wa'do, .tee ibonds as the law directs
>
demands against the estate
are desired to present tiie s< n
and all indebted thereto nr
make payment, immediatel.
PERCY >
Montville, Me., May 10, 19_1

scriber

EX EC U T RIX'S N OTIC 1hereby gives notice that she !

piinted
merit

Notice of foreclosure

executrix of

the

t-

last

of

JOSHUA CROCKETT, laCounty of Waldo, u
sons having demands agai;
said deceased are desired t.
for settlement, 8nd all inuel
requested to make payment
in the

]
I

Bucksport, Me., May 10,

ETT
1921

ADMINISTRATRIX'S NO
hereby gives notice th
duly appointed administratrix
DENNIS M CHANDLER,
in the county of Waldo, docscriber

>'

bonds as the law directs.
All
demands against the estate
are desired to present the m
ment, and all indebted there'
to make payment immediate'
ANNIE 1 <
Burnham. Me May 10, 1921

Ellen D. Richards, C. K. Rich
Dave E. Richards of Lincoln
the
County of Waldo and State of
ville,
Maine, by their mortgage deed dated the
twentieth day of February, in.the year of our
ADMINISTRATOR'S NOT
Lord one thousand nine hundred and nineteen,
scribei hereby gives notice t
and recorded in Waldo County Registry of
duly
appointed administrator
Deeds, in Rook 333, Rage 131, conveyed to
EMMA E. SMALL, late
Nathan D. Ross of said Lincolnville, a certain
parcel of real estate situated iii said Lincoln- in the County of W aldo, dtc«
as
follows:
described
ville and bounded and
bonds as the law duects. Ah t
The homestead of Joseph R. Richards, late of
demands against the estate
said Town of Lincolnville and bounded and are desired to present the sam
described as follows, to-wit:—Situated on the
and all indebted thereto are rt
United States mail route leading from Lincoln- payment immediately.
ville Center to Relfast, Maine, between the
THOMA'
residences of Moses Heal and Samuel Rlood,
Belfast, Me., May 10, 1921
both late of said Lincolnville, said homestead
lbeing bounded on the south by the said mail
route; on the east by land of Addie Fogg; on
the north by land of Angie O. Thom as; and on
the west by land of Angie O Thomas..
And whereas, said Nathan D, Ross by his
assignment, dated June 7, A. D 1920, duly
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds,
in Rook 297, Page 177, assigned said mortgage
to me. Joseph S. Mullen of said Lincolnville,
guardian of Minnie E. Richards,
PYTHIAN BLOCK.
And whereas, the,condition of said mortgage
has been broken:
Now, therefore, by reason of the breach of
the condition thereof; 1 claim a foreclosure of
JOSEPH S. MULLIN,
said mortgage.
3w22
Guardian of Minnie E. Richards.

WHEREAS.
ards and
in

ORRIN J. DlCki
Insurance
Fire,

STATE OF MAINE.

our

We have the most complete Information Bureau io the
country
and bonds.

>

WALDO, SS.

Country’s Oil Refineries.
Today there are more than -RIO oil
refineries in the United States, with
an aggregate daily capacity of nearly
2,000.000 barrels. Texas leads all the
states with more than seventy plants
completed. Oklahoma is second and
Pennsylvania third.

mm

If you have then you will be

in

Are different morals from ours:
Both punish, tier pardon, tier1 pity.
The serpent thet gits in tlte flow’rs;
Both
when
punishment’s
punish,

■

HAVE YOU EVER

Sheriff’s Saie

city

——.i

Exact Copy of Wrapper.

Sample of Ointment to

THE CODE.

■■

Thirty Years

STATE

An’ yet on a different plan:
Vou gener’ly brand the woman—
We gener’ly shoot the man.
(Copyright.)

Sijnatureof

Mr. and Mrs. Oirtn B. Gray of Prospect celebrated their golden wedding anniversary on Sunday, May 29. More than
two score neighbors and friends assem-

i

in

tin^erefronvinlirfaniy
Facsimile

the dairy herds of the farm
Bureau members.

Sheep, Dogs and other animals,
free.
Humphreys’ Homeopathic
rinary Medicines, 156 William St.,

there

Feverishness
oss of Sleep

from

j

down

,d

County Agent, N. S. Donahue, came
here Thursday evening and tested the

By DOUGLAS MALLOCH

morals

helpfulRemedy for

itipalion and Diarrhoea,
and

Waldo,

THE WOODS

Opium,Morphine no:

eral. Not Narcotic

SOUTH MUNTV1LLE

mar-

>

YOUIt

irfulness and RestGontafos

torn off and shingles blown away.

Scud I'

(Copyright)

|

reby Promoting Di&stioi

trees were

in Searsmont.

I
Helen M. Herrick, Belfast, to Herbert
I L.
Gray, do.; land and buildings in North-

Patrick

and will settle

arrived

Internal, Blind or
Bleeding, Itching or Burning.
One application brings relief.
at all druggists

everyday life.

ings in Thorndike.
i
Charles E. Jakes, Delphi, Ind., to Ar| thur E. Templeton,
Duluth, Minn.; land
1
and

May 24th,

For

Nathaniel C. Gurney, Waldo, to Charles
D. Gurney, do.; land and buildings in
W aldo.
to Harold E.

of

our

port

WTnrd, Unity,

children

of this connection that we
»fn
apply the word “tragedy
something which is extremely
sad, whether on the stage or in

Jackson,

Reuel S.

C. Strout and three

cause

Janies M.

Ward, do.; land in Thorndike.

W.

custom

a

obtain

Child..,1
Mothers Know That
Genuine Castoria
For Infants and

Mr and Mrs.

Externfil or

from which we
word “satirical.” The
singing of a solemn, melancholic
song was rite signal for tin* sacrifice of the goat, and it is he

tyrs,

Boudle, Swanville; land in Swanville.
F.

them

of

castqria

is

Oscar V.

(COMPOUND)

enemy

many

Jackson and Troy. (Five deeds).
Edgar L. Wood, Unity, to Carl D. Connor, do.; land and buildings in Unity.

“The Nation” is running a series of
superheated editorials against war with
That’s all rignt, but these
England.
warnings are useless. There will be no
with
war
England and everybody knows
it. Neither government wants it and the
of
both nations are unalterably
people
opposed to it. They may have their differences, and quarrel even to the point of
shaking their fists in each other’s faces—
but war? No! Then besides each country has had all it wants of war for the

roe, motored to Camden Friday, May 27,
to attend the festival.
Miss Phyllis was
also chosen to participate in the festiva 1

Signature of

Georgia B. Barker, Belfast, to Ralph F.
Darby, do.; land and buildings in Swanville.

FLUFFY

Conant and

the

Arnold E. Ward, Searsport, to Everett
C. Lenfest, Swanville; land and buildings
in Swanville.

Mrs.

WITCH HAZEL OINTMENT

of Bacchus—tlie pagan god of wine in whose honor
the festivals were held—one of
them was sacrificed at each proFurther
duction of a tragedy.
to carry out the simile, the actors were dressed for the most
part in goat skins, because
an

port.

(Copyright.)

Mildred Conant, accompanied by Mrs. M.
A. Haley and Miss Phyllis Haley of Mon-

Always bears

Chapman, Northport, to
Dickey, Belfast; land in North-

Seymour S.
Orrin J,

A medicine that has made thousands of
men and women, well and
strong,
has accomplished a great work, bestowing
the richest blessings. Such a medicine is
| Hood’s Sarsaparilla. The weak, run-down
no reason why we should make an
] or
debilitated, from any cause, should not
effort toward uniformity in breakfail to take it.
It builds up the whole
fasts and if one member wishes to
system, changes existence into life and
makes life more abounding.
omit any one or more dishes he need,
It is simple
justice to say these few words in its favor.
make no effort to overcome his prej-j
Hood’s Pills very effectively suppleudice, whereas we do try to take
ment it in cases where a cathartic or laxthe courses as they come at dinner..
ative is needed.

of Brewer were in town May 24th.
Mr.. Bail was engaged in planting a garson

den

HOME

;

F. P. Clements has recovered sufficiently to walk about his farm and take

B.

AT

1921:

Baldwin, Me.,

sister,

of

one

was

Ford

HUMPHREYS*

tlie animals offered
as a prize for the best performance by the actors but. because
the goat is very partial to eating grape-vines, and therefore

The following transfers of real estate
were recorded in Waldo County Registry
of Deeds for the week ending June 2,

AT

guest of his

a

in

Conner.

Then these vacations are often curtailed by summer work and extension
work.
Teaching in America is largely in
the hands of women.
It is woman's
duty to see that teaching is brought
to its highest efficiency, and that it is
made attractive to Ihe right people.
Teaching must be better paid or the
men and women who tire most needed
as teachers will go into other work.
(Copyright.)

cigarette smoking.

Mr. S. McNeil of W.
the

'T'HE talk that was started by Miss
A Helen Taft, acting president of
Bryn Mawr college, when she asserted that in her opinion the professors
of the country should strike for higher salaries has led many people to ask
themselves whether or not tiaching
It has long been called the
pays.
“worst paid profession” and there is
no doubt that the teacher must sacrifice any hopes of a great income, however eminent he or she may become.
Yet there is no profession of a more
vital importance than teaching, and
the teacher should be treated as, and
receive the remuneration of, a valua
ble
of
member
society. Teaching
should he made attractive, and every
means that could induce people of
talent, force, energy and charm to
take up teaching should be used as a
matter of course, since the community
is bound to benefit.
There are some who say that the
vacations of teachers are longer than
in the other professions, and this is
so.
But the work itself is extremely
fatiguing; even with the long vacations, many teachers break down in
what should be the prime of life.

The Camel idea wasn’t born then. It was the
exclusive expert Camel blend that revolutionized

busy rushing

still

Rodney Thomas has bought
touring car.

aiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiB
DOES TEACHING PAY?

are

Liability,

Autonu
[PL

1921 DORT CAR

D. & M.

FOR SAFF

We Are Good Buyers
GIVE US A CHANCE
to bid on your furniture or anything you
have to sell. Drop postal or call.
J. AUSTIN McREEN,
tf 17
Belfast, Maine.

One of the best looking aim
nomical to run on the nulket
gallon gas. Reason
ed to do public car business, but
c.u
my mind and having anothet
Be
need this. Price $1340 f. o. b.
dealer’s price—and my price «
less.
Anyone interested call and

forfellmg

before buying. Inquire of
ts‘l!
tf21
C. W. LANCASTER,

exerci»ed

side and with
witn
imde,
°f

me
* "died8
t!t
deeds,
of

a

view

to

,ndividual

can

setting

owners

be set
aside

Ten Commandments
Your Home Town

8whose

convey to them the ownerwater powers, it was
suggested to
the present Legislature of
Maine that it
“ eP<>rt to
People for enactment
a modification or
amendment to the conwould authorze the State to
ize
control and use the running waters within its
boundaries, to develop and transmit hydro electric
energy
and to control and sell water
powers.
1 he Legislature,
by a decisive vote,
refused to present the
amendment to the
people, and every owner of real estate in
Maine is interested to inform
himself, especially since it has been announced that
this proposition will be presented to
suc-

ship

thl°Stat Mta,ne’ ,Wll'Ch

fliM-tlves", or Fr”'t Liver
Tablets Gave Relief

St., Buffalo, N. Y.
been Paralyzed on the
A side since April 80th.
the case to a physician
jne, advising the use of
Grant

.,,1
M

:

ceeding Legislatures,

thing

; no more strong
or salts ; no more bowel

tnrmc.

nd ‘Fruit-a-tives’ to all.

I

62, which I

like 40 than

passed'
\VM. H. OSTRANDER.
I pn 6 for $2.50, trial size 2?ic.
r horn FRUIT-A-TIVES

iOENSBURG, N, Y. !

ning Them Explained by

Speaker

lent of Hon. Charles P.
ker of the Maine House of
v es
respecting the present
m ae’s water powers under our
,1 as aj special dispatch to
st from Houlton, under date

..

f;.

Mrs.

Community Chautauquas, Inc.
Shalt Love
I.

half township, later
was
granted to Salem
Massachusetts, and the onlj7
m Academy received any
ileriai aid to ah institution
ns by conveying the land
irchasers, and under the
iw brought with us in the
I obtaining to the present
..
that a tract of lancl
its surface a pond of less
r a running stream, the
le land held just as good
1 of the small pond or
lie dry land within the

them, for their temptations

tomorrow.
;

!
;

1

:

\

|

.irehase, subject, however,
as the running stream isi
was navigable,
to the!
-blic to

use

the

same

as

a

pussible.
law the ripirian ownii the water flowing over
'it such quantities as he
'fnestic purposes and for
stock, but he can use it
w
over
his land as he
v lead it where he will, he
'Ugh pipes to fountains or
ock to a mill wheel, prolie return to its natural
boundary of his holdings
the running stream as he
•d for domestic uses and
.is animals.

loping Water Power
ie present time it has been
for the riparian owner
I a running stream tumbles
town hill to enjoy the fallre there is a beautiful watt'd within a mill pond and
Jgh a mill for the genera; is the
right of the ownto enjoy the use of the
And we say that if a
erected and a mill pond
■trueted that this riparian
ner of a developed water

here,

more, it should
rstood that the owner of
water power is not the
ailing water. It is still
sht of way of the public;
slle that the owner should
natural flow by his codas a matter of
fact, the
'and on which the water
'ted himself owns but an
■ie
water, the usufruct of
':f,r, the energy caused by
ls the water
moves from la
once

'wer level.
l r'vate
Rights

j
of Water

1

‘ght

!'

t,' r,d

![

^uerated

t

!;

in

.■

^

the

rain which
falla upon the land, it
that if the water power
,"'"iers churn, he ii as much
'energy as he is entitled to
•,
by the winds which
'1
ience to this same law of
wum mill jnstead of
a water
Wared to bia churn.

■

I

and

-e

8inc?
Under

'icn) ,a
ed

has been the habit
a

government and

wr|tten

it

or-

the

';at.18
Mand

tfeuerally acceptconstitution must be
these rights which indi-

;1PfrN’ai"e
'°re

a

good neighbor

Mrs

Marlton

Knowlton, who
operated on at the Tapley hospital
cently, is reported as doing well.

was

too

good to spend

hour or two on Sunday with thy neighbors in the worship
of God. Thou shalt not send thy children to church, thou shalt
bring them
there. Thou shalt offer thyself to thy spiritual leader for the service of God
:

an

and thy community.

Mr. and Mrs. George Sprague arrived
After attending the
May 28.
Grand Chapter in Portland they visited
home

relatives in

South

Windham,

Gorham

and West Buxton.
Dr. and Mrs. W. L. Cargill and daughter Geraldine, Mrs. W. D. Merrow, Miss
Fannie Gilman of

Portland,

G. H. Car-

gill, a former resident and postmaster of
Liberty for many years, were auto visitors in town recently.
The Memorial exercises

was

held at the

Baptist church May 29, Rev. Mrs. Harrison, pastor of the Methodist churc h in

Searsmont,delivered

the address. A choir
composed of Mrs. C. M. Hurd, Miss Susie
Copp, Mr. John P. Sanford, Ernest Vose,
Tom

Vose,

ALWAYS
CONSULT

a few cents a day you can protect your
income against loss from accident
or sickness.

MASSACHUSETTS
_

I

GUY A. GRAY, Agent
BELFAST, MAINE
6w21*

“What's in

a

Name?”

By MILDRED MARSHALL
Factt about your name; Its history; mean*
ing; whence it was derived; significance;
your lucky day and luckv Jewel

GILLETTE

Former Vice President Marshall always
speaks plainly and to the point when he
has anything to say. Sound common
j
enters into all his public utter] sense

KENDALL & WHITNEY, PORTLAND, MAINE

ANGELICA
NGELICA,

WITH

HOLDER

name

on its girl children.
It means,
of course, “angelic” and seems difficult to reconcile villi the behavior of
some of the small daughters whom
me finds bearing the name.
stow

■

Angelos

was a

beauty.
it was applied most often as a mas
culine name and there was a Carmelite saint called Angelo, who established it as a baptismal name. In his
honor, the feminine also became popular and Italian history records many
instances of Its use.
fame since it
Angelica sprang
named the faithless lady of romance
for whose sake Orlando lest his heart
and liis senses. Though she was the
invention of Boiardo and Ariosto, the
romantic flavor which the story gave
her name brought Angelica lo nstant
favor.
England liked tiie nan e and
•adopted it. in France it became Angelique, and Italy produced the other
forms of Angioletta and Auzioleta,
thought Angelica continued the reigning favorite.

Angelica’s talismanic gem is the
pearl, it guards the purity and sweetness of tier, brings her friends and
much charm. Sunday is her lucky day
and 2 her lucky number.
The wild
rose

present situation in America in a
very forceful way, and gave expression
to thoughts which will find a responsive
echo

of much more
substance than the pallid Angela,
is stili one of the “angelic names”
which feminine fancy delights to bea

is her flower.
(Copyrig-ht.)

in

the most of

“One big trouble in America is
that everybody wants to get as much as
they can by doing as little as they can.
The remedy is in just what happened to
me.
That’s getting turned out of your
job.
People then have to begin thinking
about working again. That’s what we
We
all need to do—get down to work.
can’t go along indefinitely getting more
pay for fewer hours ami doing less work,
and have this republic live.
We have
got to come to our senses, I think we
are beginning to realize, in other words
that the. kind of a republic our fathers
ordained is the best kind after all, and I
believe we are going to get back to it.
This thing of a man who can’t speak
English having as much or more to say
about our Government than an educated
American is ridiculous.’’—Portland Sunday Telegram.

Attractive

In

Case

We take them from the

Satisfac ion Guaranteed
or Money Refunded
This offer for

one

by

cash

money order

—

Hoit; music;

dren had

a

Memorial

or

(no stamps)

A. S. HEAL,

FRAD RAZOR CO
NEW

Mr. John Hubbard is having

a

gasoline

Mr. Joseph Dannell and Addie Cross
motored to Bangor last week.
Mrs.
were

Julia

Curtis and

Oakley

part

in

4w22

Once

The annual reunion of the Shibles family was held at the home of Miss Belle
Shibles Memo, ial Day. Those present
were

Mr. and

Mrs. H.

•'

Perry, Mr. and Mrs. Everett Wentworth, Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Wing of Albion, Mr. and Mrs. W. K. McNeil of Belfast, Mr. and Mrs. William H. Arnold,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Mayo of Belfast, Mr.
Shibles of Morrill.
served at

noon

A

by

Special Notice
We wish to inform the public that we
are doing business all the time and if you
wish to buy or sell real estate of any kinc
we would be pleased to talk with you.
E. A. STROUT Farm Agency,
ROY C. FISH, Local Manager,
Room 2, Odd Fellows’ Block, Belfast, Me

STARCH' S

fVXESCOUJWSAWC'JFTS STifT AND MCE

A. Shibles and

^PKfMga

son

was

Used—Always Used

Hi

visiting frieuds in Unity recently.

Mrs. Myra Bryant, who has been working for Mrs. Linwood Thompson, has returned home.

and those who

OUR SKIRTS CLEAR

sia

dent of the board of trade admitted in

parliament that it would

not

increase

trade to any extent.
The real, and practically the only effect of the agreement is
It
to recognize the soviet government.
adds nothing to British dignity to enter
into formal relations with the notorious
the other
with Russia
as Great Britain has been but American
Bkirts are clear of any hint of recognition of the bloody regime in that, coun-

try.

on

Shop Democracy,

WATCH
THE BIG 4

did not hear her missed

something.

Last year the British trade with Rusamounted to more than $20,000,000,
Now there is a “trading agreement” between the two countries, but the presi-

he Real

delphia Inquirer.

ing to the church under the leadership of
Mr. Morse, carrying small flags.
Mrs'
Harrison gave a most excellent address,

-o-

Assumed

Privilege.

Little Ethel, who was shopping with
her aunt, listened while the gruff but
intelligent clerk remonstrated:
“Madam. I am sure you will not
need so much material. You will find
live yards quite ample.”
As soon as they had left the shop
Ethel exclaimed, Indignantly:
“Auntie, I don't like that man, not
one bit! Why, he talked to you just
like he was your husband !"—Harper’s.

Me.

W L. COOK
Undertaker

Giles

We don’t follow Sam Gompers in his
line of argument, else, perhaps, we would
be better able to understand bis reasons
tor claiming that a closed shop ruled
by
an overt d,
overpaid walking delegate is
more democratic than an open
shop,
where every man stands on his own feet
and wins by industry and merit.—Phila-

address,

Bridge St„ Belfast,

Mama' uses MINTOL for my colds
and they are gone
in a jiffy.
You
just try it.

CITY

YORK

tank put in at his store.

1

The school chilthe exercises, march-

profit.

1475 BROADWAY

Miss Shibles.

Harrison.

small

freight

time only.
Remit

in the quarry,

You avoid the high cost of stock, the high
and the middle men’s profits, which brings
your monument down to the lowest possible price.
Call and see for yourself.

limited

a

ledge

cut, polish, finish, letter and place them on your
lot in the cemetery. One continuous process and

N!\U\

Mrs. s. W.
bountiful dinner

with Miss Katherine Sanford

Granite Monuments

PREPAID

Marshall

Mr.

us.

$1.25

said:

and

A. R. by Hon. L. C. Morse; music; reading of Lincoln’s Gettysburg address, Mrs.
Mrs.

421

it's time to buy dairying and haying TOOLS.r

the

Invocation, Rev. H. M. Abbott; response
by the choir; reading of general orders G.

B.

you

BLADES

In a recent address he discussed

ances.

Being profusely

illustrated it shows the
have in mind to buy; Plows,
Harrows, Seeders, Spreaders, etc.
Patronize the
K&Wd ealer in your town. If none, write us direct.

wants.

identical items

A SENSIBLE MAN

I.

Our 1 76 Page Good Book (f ree for the asking)
makes it ever so much easier for you to select your

SIX

organist, rendered several selections.
The following is a list of the exercises:

Rev.

AGRICULTURAL
-^

HR lAUNORI PURPOSES

O'ncPound of this Starch wUIbo
isfar asapoundandahall®
of anv other Starch.

^Of^TTHtJCW,,,

\

|j

f.

"A

«Rtr|| I

j

_

-J.C. HU31NGER BROS.CO.J
HC* HAVtN.CONN; mOKUtUOWflj^

tf47<

mt£

W/
V

!

Reduce Your Weight

y

Makes Ironing

at the rate of 10 to 35 pounds per
month. By simple guaranteed, safe
reliable treatment, tassco will reduco
your weight without unnecessary exercise and dieting, and will not injure
VV rite today
or weaken your system.
for FliEE 50c box enclosing 15c ia
coin or stamps with this ad to

Easy

Used as cold w: ter or cooked stare
with equally good results.
3m22

as

C.

ABOUT THINGS

.CATALOC

So shall ye win many battles together.

to

re-

of

X.

Greek word meaning
\ “heavenly messenger,” hence “angel."
Mr. and Mrs. L. h. Hurd and Mrs. Sam| It first became a name in the B.vzan
uel Davey was auto visitors in Augusta
tium empire when it was bestowed as
!
an epithet upon persons of
May 29.
surpassing
fast.

_s2”

Regular Tube

At the Cost

all who live in thy home town

to

j

|

constitution, the soviets. The United States,
the state, has been
hand, is just as free to trade
with indi

«,slr iSlits „K ."‘lerference
11 is

Thou shalt be

Thou shalt go to church for the honor of thy home town and for thine
own good.
Thou shalt not consider thyself too wise nor too busy, too bad nor

Hoit and Mrs. Clara Bagley
attended the Baptist Association in BelMrs. C. B

present time the owner of

which is situated a water
1
same r ght to use and easy which
gravity there gen.as to
enjoy and use the air

and thy friendships shall multiply.

!

j

is called in the books
r and if the stream were
or boafable, any of the
.-mess would require the
Mrs. Flora Pendleton of Islesboro is in
in its natural condition
town, the guest of her sister, Mrs. Maor the passage of boats,
r*e, the right of passage, nila Carpenter.
ss, where tow horses or
Dr. and Mrs. Merrill of Boston arrived
-aged in moving boats or,
required only to use the recently for a two weeks’ stay' at the
little damage to the ripa- Morse cottage on Green Island.
wer

committees where thou art put and not Intrude on committees where thou
art not put.
Thus shalt thou know each other better, thy work shall prosper,

whether they be rich or poor. Thou shalt speak 111 of none and good of many.
Thou shalt be a friend to strangers and visit the sick in their affliction.

are

stay.

30x3

Thy waters shalt thou purify that they

VIII. Thou shalt honor thy community institutions.
Thou shalt play
together with thy neighbors with all thy heart and strength and mind. Thou
shalt work together in thy organizations, clubs, and Chautauqua for the eoramon welfare.
Thy leaders shalt thou learn to obey. Thou shalt serve on

IX.

j
a

$'225

Thou shalt build good roads and keep them good. For by her roads
town known tor good or ill.
Eternal watchfulness shall be thy motto,
that thy roads may not ravel nor thy supervisor forg't thee.

—

Meservey

George

home trom Augusta for

Tube

a

thy door yards clean and cheerful.

few weeks’

at

Heavy Tourist

art

may bring thee life and strength. The future of thy town shalt thou plan
with care and diligence that thy growth bp not haphazard, but full of thought
and loving care as the plans of a mother for the growth of her child.

1

■ ■

30x3 X

in waterproof bag-

30x3)$ Non-Skid
c-t E?7S
Fabric Casing_—

VII. Thou shalt keep thy home town beautiful.
The hills, the trees,
the waters that Nature has given her thou shalt preserve in sacred trust.
No hovel shalt thou permit to disfigure them. Thou shalt keep thy homes and

present, whose name was not mentioned
last week through mistake.
He and Mr.
John Crie are the only veterans in the
village. Mr. Llewellyn Hanson died this
spring,

Mrs.

30x3 X Rib or All-Weather
*7 cr\
Tread Fabric Casing-^ 1

VI.

was

LlbfcKTY.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company
Offices Throughout the World

Thy children are here and they shall be the citizens of
No training is too good for them and no preparation superfluous.

V. Thou shalt defend the health of thy home town from the death that
lurks In marshes, swamps, and
heaps of filth. Thou shalt exterminate the
flj- and the mosquito, for they carry typhoid and malaria. The tubercle

*s

[

May 24th, which was well patronized and
very pleasant social time was enjoyed.

and

many and their burdens are not light.

bacillus shalt thou drive before thee with the sun and fresh air as thy allies.

a

Mr.

are

cradle of the future.

The Ladies’ Aid of the M. E. church
a supper
in the vestry Tuesday,

Henry Ladd,

blemish.

Thou shalt exalt thy public school and honor It all the days of thy
life with the best of teachers, building, and equipment, for the school is the

served

Mr.

or

IV.

Mr. and Mrs. Eben Cobb.

War,

Thou shalt be

Thou shalt elect as thy public servants in political office men of
strong character, eager to conserve the best Interests of thy people. And
when thou hast elected such men thou shalt stand by, support, and encourage

Della

the Civil

Thyself.”

III.

■

a

as

Thou shalt love thy home town above all other towns.
to her institutions.

town oleam and without stain

!

non,

Thy Neighbor

II. Thou shalt guard thy home town from the hosts of evil that would
invade and destroy her soul. Thou shalt keep the good name of thy home

In the heavy gale of Sunday afternoon,
the facts about own- the 22nd, Charles Cushman’s storehouse
was blown down, many large trees were
an limit our discussion to
the ebb and llow of the broken and the telephone lines put out of
the present time, there has
commission.
ion for public development
Mrs. Sadie Jackson, who spent the
lal streams, and from a |
re Maine became a State, ; winter in the home of Mrs.
Frank Patten
to the waters in Maine I
caring for his sister, Mrs. Clara Mayo, a
blished.
lady 80 years of age, has returned and
olonial Ordinance
Mrs. Mayo came with her for the sum
:i 1 ion,
the colonial ordinacted by Massachusetts mer.
forever the right to Csh
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hemenway had
the great ponds (lakes and
as
Sunday guests their daughter, Miss
g 10 acres in area) should
Vida, Mrs. Clara McKenuey, Willie Mery citizen, and yet one
in
this huron, Willie Fuller and Miss Marie
passing that
to the use of the great Jackson of North
Searsmont, Mr. and
ile to them; the right of
Mrs Frank Hook of Melrose, Mass.,
ceding great importance
and Walter Poor and Thomas Mathews
;i.ts of a State, is the right
ii for purposes of commerce ni Augusta.
!oat boats and merchanMay 29, in the M. E. church the pastor
nvn the great ponds and
Rev. E E. Harrison, gave a very interestms of the State, the right
gosies of trade, or the carv ing Memorial address, referring to the
; he casual camper,
sacrifice of human lives in the wars of
laws of the mother Comithe Revolution, the Civil War and the
Massachusetts, great traces
■f the province of Maine World War, all for Liberty.
Monuments
rate purchasers long behave been erected to the memory of these
on of Maine from Masbrave men.
At this season of the year
academies and institu*it
is
that
we honor their memory
fitting
g, whole townships were
ure source of revenue.
] by decorating their graves with flags and
beautiful flowers.
Only one veteran of
Vademy as Example
are

«

loyal to her people and

Mr. and Mrs. Bliss Marriner of Rangeley were week-end guests of their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Willis Marriner, and

love to assert ‘the people
of Maine, and her water
aking this for granted,such
10 discourse with freedom
upon the golden stream of
would llow into the treasu(hey or men of their choice
missioned to develop the
.rs and basins and the waw ithin
the confines of the

In our clincher type SOxSVfe-inch Goodyear
Cord Tire, we have endeavored to give owners of small cars all the cord tire’s
advantages
at a low price. When you see this tire
you
will say we have succeeded. It enables the
Ford, Maxwell or Chevrolet owner to get
a tire identical in quality with the
Goodyear
Cord Tires that are used on the world’s finest cars, for little more than he formerly paid
for a fabric tire of the same size. You can
buy this 30 x 3V2-inch Goodyear Cord Tire
—with all its comfort, long wear and economy—from your nearest Goodyear Service
Station Dealer today* for only

To Interpret for Our Own Town the Command “Thou

own-

Woodcock and daughter,
Miss Mildred, a teacher of drawing in the
Lewiston schools, called on old friends
recently.

J[sl I iiSt

EASTMAN

FRED

•**."■■'■■■•■i)i»imiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiinaamiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii|iiiiiiiiiii..

Mr. and Mrs. Lynwood Salisbury spent
the week-end in Portland.

Barnes,

E.

for

~StARSMONT.

Our Water Powers

BY

Director of Community Service

of real estate
consider their
titles subject to change and their
property to be taken from them by the State.
Ihe resolution presented goes
further,
and suggests that the expense of
operating for the generation of hydro-electric
to
be
borne by the State, and shall
energy
be assessed by way of ‘taxes
upon the
lands and property which shall, or may
be benefited thereby,’ and the press is
performing a distinct s rvice to the owners of property in Maine in
lending its
columns to the publication of the facts
relating to State ownership or State control or State development."
ers

uot be without 'Fruit-a.\

whether

as to
are to

WRITTEN

Cord Tires for Small Cars
at Lower Cost

Stomach-Kidneys-Heart-Liver
Keep the vital organs healthy by
regularly taking the world’s standremedy for kidney, liver,
bladder and uric acid troubles—

ard

COLD MEDAL

ELASTIC STARCH
SUMMER COTTAGE

FOR SALE
Low mice second nand parloi

DR. ELMER

mina3 At all druggists, three sizes.
Look lor the name Gold Modal on every box
and accept no imitation

Apply to

ORRIN J. DICKEY,
Real Estate and Insurance,
Belfast, Maine.

FORD RUNABOUT

Women,

SMALL,

For

President.

Lothrop

L

DENTIST
Colonial Theatre Building
TELEPHONE 336-3

27tf

License 377.

Kelt.ist,

Price, complete, $300.

NOTICE
I forbid any and all persons trusting
anybody on my account.
3w21*
J. A. CLEMENT,
May 19, 1921.
Searsport, Maine.

Maine.

Tel. 61-3

Expert Kiano Tuning
and Repairing
LLOYD D. McKiEN,
BELFAST,

MAINE.

Phone 126-4.

ALG01A FILLS
S. C. Pattee, VI. D.,
Masonic

lemple, Room.6,
Residence at 45 high Street.
Telephone .338-2

Man and Wife, for permanent position.
Must be good cook, and man to care for
grounds and garden. Address Box 145,

Belfast, Maiue.(

40

FOR SALE
LIME (AND ASHES MIXED for grain
and grass fertilizer.
Also straight land
lime. Car load ots a specialty. For price
and other particulars address
J F. SULLIVAN,
Damariscotta Mills, Maine.
Lw21

PHICHESTER S PILLS
UlCl V1AJ1UHV UAAXXIM

Wanted

41tf

Regulate the Stomach, Liver and Bowels.
Make Pure Blood.
For Constipation. I-Mieve
Gas, Indigestion, Biliousness, Sick Head iche
Try them
10c. 25c. At druggists.
Duane
1 narmacal Co., sole
proprietor, P. O. Box
1103, City Hall Station, New York. See
signature on each box.

trailer, tor sale.
BERT L. DAVIS.

Matron Wanted
Dr. A. M.

The National Remedy of Holland for
tenturies and endorsed by Queen WilheU

McKEEN.

for Agei
particulars apply to

room^house and
factory.

with

and kitchen stoves,

At the Home

House for Sale
at Belfast—5

WANTED
JULY or AUGUST, for three adults;
Penobscot Bay preferred; two to four
Adweeks. Give location and terms.
dress
COTTAGE,
Box 315, Providence, R. I.
2w22

_J^AUS11N

Tassuo Co,,Malden 43, Boston, Masse

Licensed Embalmer

M

Ladies! Ask your Drntttst for /j\'©hl-ehes-ter a Diamond BrandAf%A
Ik Pills In Red and Gold metalllcxVP
sealed with Blue Ribbon.
pH boxes, no
Take
other. Buy of year ▼
DranlsU AskforCllI-Crttg-TER#
W DIAMOND BRAND PILLS, fort*
1 years known as Best,C^fest, Always RcIAhtT
V
|

flf

SOLO BY DRUGGiSIS EVOcHIIIQIi.

I

BROOKS.
The B. H. S. Junior prize speaking was
held in Uniop hall Wednesday evening,
June 1st. The following is the program:
Kate Shelly,
Eugene Hail

Not Gone

Lela Mary Gould

The Wreck of The Hesperus, Longfellow
Mildred Florence Deering

Contrary to reports that
closing out our

Between

vise that our Belfast
business will be continued under the supervision of Mr. JOEL F.
PRESCOTT in my absence.

GOODHUE & CO.
A. P. Goodhue.

By

SEARSPORT

Dr. S. L. Fairchild left Monday to attend the Medical Convention in Boston'
Mrs.

Alice Shute has

returned from
she spent the

winter.
Galen Finn, the two years old son of
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Finn died Friday of
measles.
Charles Merrithew has moved into the
house in Steamboat Ave. recently occupied by James Ste\ens.
Mr. and Mrs. George Towle and Mr.
Robert Brown motored to
and Mrs.
Tenant’s Harbor for the week end.
Dr. and Mrs. Frederick K. Sawyer and
two children of Bangor were the guests
of Dr. and Mrs. S. L. Fairchild Monday.

{

Mrs. Edson Fleccher returned Friday
from Portland, where she attended the
meeting of the Grand Chapter of O. E. S.

Capt. Amos Nichols and Capt. Charles
Nichols will serve as jurors at the term
of Federal Court to be held in Bangor
next week.
John Frame who
injured in the cyclone of
confined to her bed and
Mrs.

very

seriously
May 22nd, is
is improving

was

slowly.

Chester B. Curtis has sold his house in
Main street to Albert Brown. Mr. Curtis
has secured a position in Belfast and has
moved there with his family.
Miss Dorothy Packard of Sebec Lake
returned to Br cksport Seminary Tuesday
after spending the holiday as the guest of
her aunt, Mrs. Henrietta Young.
Schools in town which should, have
closed Friday, June 10th, were closed
Friday, June 3d, on account of the prevailing epidemic of measles.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin B. Thompson arrived last week from Boslon and are
guests of Mrs. Thompson’s parents,
Capt. and Mrs. A. B. Pendleton.
Miss Maude B. Colcord of Plymouth,
Mass., arrived Thursday to spend a few
weeks in Searsport as the guest of Capt.
2nd Mrs. Amos Nichols in East Main St.

|

Mrs. Lena Field and Miss Mary Field
from
arrived
Thursday
Cambridge,
Mass., and will occupy the Boulivant
apartment on Church Street through the

A luncheon was furnished the Junior
class the night before and also to the
graduating class and teachers after the
exercises, consisting of welsh rarebit,
cakes, colfee, and ice cream, by principal
and Mrs. W alter C. Sturtevant,

I

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Harriman and
children of Whitensville, Mass., an t 1
Mrs. Bert Angell and daughter Leah of,
Rockland, were guests Saturday of Mr
and Mrs. George Towle.
two

A district meeting of
the Rebekah
lodges will be held in Searsport Thursday afternoon and evening, June 9th. It
is expected that about 200 members of
t!.„ various lodges in district No. 7 will

fully

resume
row.

go
his seat in the best scholars’

There is a splendid program of pictures
booked for the Crockett Co. Theatre this
month and are as follows: June 4, Hobart
Bosworth in a thrilling 7-reel picture,
“Below the Surface,” News and Episode
11 of “The W'oman in Grey.” June 11,

Blanchard’s cove,

a

nothing especially

severe

short distance away,
was felt.

The LEWIS A. GANNON CO. hap opened

Storage Battery

Service Station

at

Beals. In Morrill, June
Henry Beals, aged 85 years, 4

and if the

The first society function of the early
summer season was the dinner and card

party given at Grinnell’s Inn on Friday
evening by the Woman’s Club, innonof
of Dr. and Mrs. S. L. Fairchild who are
leaving the 15th of this month for Pennsylvania. Covers were laid fof twenty

Every

cent of the net

buying

more

manner

upbuilding

and

proceeds from the

sale of the stock goes into line extensions,
power developments and similar expenditures to provide Maine with ample hydro-

electric power.

If you want to invest where your
money
will be safeguarded most exceptionally, where
it will pay a fair return and where it will be
used to build your own State buy Central
Maine Power Company 7% Preferred Stock.

3. Will.am
monthsand

days.
STRATTON.

Central

Maine Power

Company

AUGUSTA, MAINE

W. J. Burns,

In

Belfast, June 7, Mrs.
Alveda J.
Stratton, aged 75 years, 5
months and 28 days.
Obituary in our
Done at home.
ST
next issue.
For particulars call on
Wilson.! In Sandypoint, June 2, How*MFS CHAS. LITTLEFIELD j ard Robert W ilson of Belfast, formerly of
77-3—2w23
i Barton, Vt., aged 28 years.
b

Washing and Ironing

1

Central Maine Power Company.
Belfast Representative.

care

j

The last word in Quality
The best word in Price
j

CORDS

■

1

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
T'O MAKE SURE that

From Coast to Coast
and

Friday

Saturday

COFFEE

W.
tremendous big order; we have the coats i
and as long as they last our price will be as

(1-4 lb. Fie'e)

ALL KINDS

36 in. Cent, $195-00
40 in. Coat, $225.00
45 in. Co t, $250-00

25° up

This may seem a little early to think of
season’s coat, but we assure you it is NOT

_

TUBES

30*3*
32*3*
32*4

$24.30

$2.55
$2.90
$3.55

33*4

$43.10

32*4*
33*4*
34*4*

$47.30
$48.40

J4065 1

33*5

$58.90

35*5

$32.90
$45.85

coast,

make your

selection; we do the rest-pa
for
storage
you until it is needed next fall,
prices are 40% Jless than 1920 prices and
what we will be able to duplicate them for in <

we

and Coftees you cannot duplicate
i ry us.
at [the price elsewhere.

BUTTER LGVERS GREET
REDUCED PRICES !

■

A WORD TO THE WISE IS SUFFICE:

FULLER-COBB-D A V J S

Saves

1-3

Your Usual

Kutter Kill!

$5.55
$&80

10 Main St„ Belfast. Me.
Stores also:

nrigTr-r-amr

SiK>odi|30*3[$!Ta50| |saf!ty|2a*4-|$26iQO

“EVERYTHING

3fr4 $2830
Safety 3fr4* $37.15

THE B.F. GOODRICH RUBBER COMPANY

j
|

[irect firpcrtirq Co.,

Fabric Tires

C4fcofl,OfUO

purchasing

stores frcm coast to
give a quality of Teas

PITTSFIELD

Safety 304* 4600
SILVERTOWN

cnoimous

our

$4.65

$61.90

s^fay303*M5

Safety Tread

[to

power, wilh

$3.70
$450

win 11mm,11 ■! ii*T^k^H-i'»awacm.'SifarJ

Anti-Skid

Due

rig

a

NOTICE!

Anti-Skid Safety Tread

SIZE

1

customers

the right kind of skins and put in the
of workmanship that the coat required.

20 Cz. to the Pound

SILVERTOWN CORDS

our

MOST and BEST for their investor
nave been searching the fur market for
and have succeeded in finding a manufactu
was able and willing to make a Coon Co

OVERWEIGHT

Slivertown

Dyer.

ONE WOMAN?

buying also the

You are buying into the
the future of Maine.

j

j

TO PLEASE

you

Company

in which
your investment money shall be used.

COUSINS. In Bangor, June 6, Mrs.
Edna J. Cousins, formerly of
Sandypoint,
| aged 85 years, 1 month, 25 days,
them under a twr year guaist tee.
All makes of batteiits recharged ar d rej airGORECN. In Liberty, May 30, Effie M.,
ed using Vesta patented parts. A guarantee
j wife ol A. B. Gordon, aged 52 years
will be placed on all < ur repair work.
Wt will carry a st< ck of Rental Batteries for i
PRENTISS. In Belfast, June 7. Harry
customers w isbii g to use their cars w hi!e their
M. Prentiss, aged 53 years, 8 months and
! 22 days.
battery is under repair.
Brimpt 8r d ct urte c us s< rvict rei dtred.
ROGERS. Ill Sandypoint, June 2, DonTesting bid distilled water free.
ald P. Rogers of Belfast, aged 25 years.
LEWIS >\. GAMSCN & CO.,
Robertson. In Belfast, June 7, Nina
At B. O. Ncrtci ’e Garage,
Belfast, Maine Estelle Robertson, aged 5 months and 18

five guests and a delicious course dinner
was served by lanulord Grinnelf at
7.30, j
The table cenin the large dining room.
bunch
of
snapterpiece was a huge
dragons in shades of pink, arranged in a
wide
with
ribbon.
tied
pink
raffia basket
PinK lady-shppers and ferns -were in
Attracvases at either end of the table,
tive place cards were used.
Aftijr dinner
tables were arranged for 500 which was
enjoyed until midnight. A handsome
hand made linen table runner and towels
to match, were presented to Mr*. Fairchild by the members of the Chib, Mrs.
James H. Duncan making the presentaThe affair was one of the I
tion speech.
pleasantest ever given by the Club, but ;
was tinged with regret at the thought of
the imminent departure of the guests of
honor, who have hosts of friends by
whom they will be sadly missed. Dr.
and Mrs. Fairchild came to Searsport ten
years ago and have formed many strong
ties during their residence here. They
have been very popular socially, and Dr.
Fairchild had achieved a wide success
professionally. They will spend the
summer in
Watsontown, Penn., after
which they will locate, probably in that
state. Besides the guests of honor, those
present included, Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur
R. Blodgett, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred S.
Trundy, Mr. and Mrs. Frank C. Whitcomb, Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Gilkey, Mr.
and Mrs. I. H. Havener, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs.
Melvin B. Thompson,
James H. Duncan, Mr. and Mrs. G. Renfrew
Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. Edson
Fletcher, Miss Harriette Erskine, Miss
Mabel Griffin, Miss Florence Ciiilcord,
Miss Harriett Roulstone, Herbert R.

WhatWouidYouDo

are

|

fell Use Prices
KCTcedfJCJ per cent

help situation can be satisfactorily adjusted the factory will become a permanent industry, and the business will be
enlarged as conditions demand. The Nichols building on Main street, which has
been leased by the Pullman company, is
conspicuously situated and is one of the
old landmarks of the town. It was built
in 1864 by John H, Lane and Capt. Witliam McGilvery, and was used as a grain
For many years the
and grocery store.
third floor was used by the Masons as a
lodge room. The building is substantial
some
and roomy and with
necessary
changes and repairs, will be adequate for
the new use to which it will be put.

are

eo

in full running order. John Pullman, the
head of the firm, who has been here recently, considers the town a favorable

business,

You

Power

10 MAIN ST.

The Searsport branch of the Pullman
pants factory started Monday and is now

a

preferred stock,
than a mere security.

27 days.

a

buying Central Maine

B. O. Nor-

ton’s Garage, Belfast. W'e will carry a cimpletc stock of Vesta Storage Butteries, sellirg

!

In

DIED.

be present.

location for such

If You Believe in Maine
Why Not Invest Here?

“Some day I shall stand in a pulpit and
preach,”
So thought to himself proud Theophilus
t eech.

Announcement

Harry H, Hutchinson presented the
graduating class with a framed copy of
the History of the Thirteen Original

Thursday and Friday the Juniors and
Sophomores went on their annual class
ride,
they went to N'ortlipcrt, Temple
Heights and Searsport.

summer.

To

But when it was time for the elegant
Barge Oley slowly discharged at the |
speech,
Cape docks by old fashioned methods. j So loud
thumped the heart of Theophilus
T he S.
S. Ripogenus, which
arrived
Beech,
from Norfolk early last week, drew too
So short was his breath and so shaky his
much water for the river at Bangor and j
knees,
so preceeded to Portland to unload.
| His cheeks burning up and feet ready to
The barge S. T. Co. No. 8. is receiving
freeze,
finishing touches at the Stockton Yard, He thought with such terrible symptoms
for
the
Co.
united
Inc.,
Pejepscot Paper
but,
according to current report, will remain j He’d certainly die if he stood and recited;
on
the stocks for an indefinite time, And what seemed to him most mysterious
of all,
owing to the depression in the pulp wood
business.
! The very first sentence he couldn’t recall,
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph ClilTord arrived j So, trembling and panting, he stalked up
the aisle,
The graduating exercises of the class recently from
Springfield, Mass., and And met
with a scowl his teachers sweet
of 1921 of B.H S. were held in Union hall are with their
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
smile.
Thursday. At 7.30 the doors were open Herbert Clifford. Mr. Clifford with D. J.
He
snatched up the box as if he would
and at 8.30 the hall was packed to land- Hennessey of
Springfield, who arrived
break it,
ing room only. The march began at 8.40, Saturday, have opened a repairing garage
music by Pullen’s orchestra, 3 pieces, of in the Colcord building at the comer of And shouted as though in the schoolyard,
Bangor. The Juniors, Sophomores, Fresh- Station street.
j! Then “Here, take it!”
throwing it down far out of her
men, were marshalled to their seats by
It is reported that the contract for the
Millard Boulter, ’22, after which the class
reach,
State road from the village square to the He ran to
his seat, poor Theophilus Beech.
of ’21 were marshalled to their places on
town line, a distance of 3 23
the stage.
The decorations were in the Prospect
has been awarded to a firm in
miles,
class colors, pink and green, with the
BORN
thus assuring a local
class mottc, “Out of School Life Into Hartford, Conn.,
which entitles the citizens
Life’s School’’ in pink on a green back- improvement
—and others— to a reasonable amount of
ground. The following is the program:
WEBB.
In Belfast, at the Waldo Counrejoicing. The work will necessitate a
March
detour over the state-aid road to Sandy- ty Hospital, June 2, to Mr. and Mrs Harold S. W ebb, a daughter, Georgia Beal.
Rev. T. H. Martin point
Prayer,
village, thence to Prospect by the
Music
so-called Jordan road which will be put
Estelle M. Hadley in shape to stand traffic.
Salutatory,
MARRIED.
Vera L. Patterson
Honor Essay,
Interesting experiences during the reMusic
cent near-tornado continue to transpire.
F'ARNHAM-FERKINS. In Belfast, June
Norman R. Webber
Prophecy,
One family party, which stood on a lawn I
1, by Rtv. C. W. Martin, 'Winfred D.
Eda L. Rideout
Class Poem,
the
small
on
the
watching
waterspouts
FatnliEm aid Flora E. Perkins, boih of
Music
harbor until driven to shelter, no sooner
Brooksville.
Cecil A. Thompson
Class History,
had gone indoors than a large larch tree
Presentation of Gifts and Class Will,
HAMMOND-GOWAN.. In Troy, June 1,
was
uprooted and fell where they had
Vera M. Croxford
stood.
A well-known resident walking Joshua Converse Hammond and Miss
Music
Christina
Annie Gowan, loth of Troy.
on the track took
refuge in the woods
presentation oi uipiomas,
near Freeman
MaRRINIR-IraSK. In Belfast, June
Harriman’s camp and
Supt. E. L. Toner
speedily found himself in a serious 7, by Rtv. Gtorge C. Sauer, WiDfield A.
Rev. T. H. Martin
Benediction,
plight, hard put to it to escape the fall- Manner and Mies Mildred B. Trask, both
March
ing trees, while at the camps at of Belfast.

The graduation ball was held in Union
hall Friday.
Music by McKeen’s orchestra of Belfast, assisted by Charles Hammons, soloist. Over 70 dance tickets were
sold and refreshments of ice cream was
served to the public free.

prices.

Then handing the box, he would grace-

W. H. Morrison, Edgar and Arthur
Colcord and O. A. Brown returned Friday from a trip in the Uncas for ground
fish, and have left on another trip.

Colonies.

Mrs. Flora Flanders is closing her shop
What rein Main St. for two weeks.
mains of her stock of millinery and
sKirts is being disposed of at reduced

ceive.”

Mr. and Mrs. James M. Crocker arrived
home Monday night after an
absence of several months at Bridgeport,
Conn.

The judges were Mrs. Merton Halley
and Mrs. Fred Palmer, Jr., of Monroe,
and Rev. T. H. Martin of Brooks, and the
prizes were awarded as follows: 1st, Miss
Blanche May Beckwith; 2nd, Miss Lela
Mary Gould; 3rd, Miss Vera May Roberts.
Prizes were $5, $2.50 and II, respectively.
Much work has been done by this Junior
class of B. 11. S. towards their parts in
this contest and they have been very
ably assisted by the principal, W. C.
Sturtevant, and the other teachers, and
the manner in which these parts were
spoken showed what great interest had
been taken in the work.
Mr. E. C. Tasker and and Miss Christine Jones furnished music for this occasion.

Mr. Leander Sargent is also still in bed
and is gaining slowly.

Malden, Mass., where

Ruunds,

O. Henry
Isabelle Arline Stubbs
S. Desprey
Lasca,
Gladys Irene Porter
The Haunt of Aunt Ann Dunn,
Day
Irma Margie Roberts
Music
The Wedding of Miss Bray,
Bosher
Blanche May Beckwith
Kipling
Pagett, M. P.,
Arline Elizabeth Wentworth
of
Proctor
A Legend
Bregenz,
Hattie Ellen McKinley
Music
Booth Tarkington
Jane,
Vera May Roberts
Curfew Must Not Ring Tonight, Thorpe
Abbie Clara Nickerson

business, this is to ad-

Does Maine's Future
Mean Anything to You?

STOCKTON^PRINGS

Music

we are

Meighan in a 5-reel picture'
HIS FIRST ORATION
"Prince Chap;” News film and No. 12 of
the serial. June 18, William S. Hart in
[By Adele Barney Wilson in the Youth’s
a big 6 reel feature, “Sand;” News film
Companion.]
and the serial. June 25, a big special 7reel feature, "Humoresque,” all star cast; ’Twas the last day of school, and Theophilus Beech
News film and serial. Dance after the
Was going to make his first public speech.
pictures each night.
His mother had carefully taught him each
word.
And fifteen or twenty rehearsals had
heard.
Miss Beatrice Steele of Harrington Beginning "Dear teacher, so kind and so
pleasant,”
returned home on Sunday after being !
her a
the guedt for several days of Mrs. John It told her the scholars had boutfit
*
present.
C. Gordon.
The phrases were long, but Theophilus
Guy E. Lawerence came home Saturknew them,
day afternoon from several weeks relief And backward, he boasted, was sure could
work at Norcross station.
go through them.
The three-master Harriett B., Capt. He’d learned when to bow, and the platform
to leave;
Murphy, is discharging hard pine ties at It
came after saying, “This token reth e big dock for the railroad.
Thomas

CAMDEN

ROCKLAND

Postage

Prepaid

GUARANTEED”
on

$1 Mail Orders

For Sale
Roberts’ house on Bay View Street,
Belfast.
Also the De Silver place situated in
Prospect below Bucksport. Cottage house
and stable and about sixty acres of land,
extending back from shore of Penobscot
River. Inquire of JOHN R. DUNTON
or RALPH I. MORSEj
4w23
Belfast, Maine

Eastern Steaistiip Lines, lie. i
BANGOK LINE

SUMMER SCHEDULE
STEAMSHIPS BELFAST ana CAMDEN
Leave Bangor daily except Sunday at 2 p.
m. (Standard Time), Winterport 2 45 p.
m.,
Bucksport 3.30 p. m., Belfast 5.00 p. m.. for
Camden Rockland and Boston.
RETURN —Leave Boston daily except Sunday at 6 p. *m. (Daylight Saving Time) for
Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Bangor and way

landings.
Landings will be made at Northport commencing June 21.
Commencing July 3, service will be daily, including Sunday in e ch direction.
At

for

is made with the MetLine passenger and freight steamesr
York via Cape Cod Canal.

Boston connection

ropolitan
New

GEO. E. DUNTON, Agent,
Belfast, Maine.

WANTED
A Kitchen Girl at

once.

WINDSOR HOTEL.

THE CHILDREN'S
OF PORTLAND. M
offers to young worn
education or its equi\
half years’ course of t:
eludes six months at N
pital, New Haven, ..
months' course is olfert
to train as nurse maids,
term is completed s .--r
granted. Address: Si L"
Hi ah St., Portland, Main

Gratitude W eek
Colonial

Week

of

I In

«

^

June

KNITTERS
experienced on bootees, m
<
ers, leggins and angora >
home work, good pav, nine
sample of stitches of your
IRVING WERTHEIM
2w23‘
1q4 Fifth Ave

ng

1

*
1

/

